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The Division of Engineering Technology developed the attached Draft Regulatory Guide, DG
1137, "Guidelines for Lightning Protection for Nuclear Power Plants". The staff plans to issue 
this Draft Regulatory Guide for public comment. The technical basis for Draft Regulatory Guide 
DG-1137 is provided in the Draft NUREG/CR-XXXX, "Technical Basis for Regulatory Guidance 
on Lightning Protection in Nuclear Power Plants." For your information, this technical report is 
also attached. 

DG-1137 provides guidance on the protection of nuclear power structures and systems from 
direct lightning strikes and the resulting secondary effects. Also, DG-1137 includes guidance 
on protection of the power plant, the plant switchyard, the electrical distribution system, safety
related instrumentation and control (I&C) systems, plant communications, and other important 
equipment in remote ancillary facilities that could impact safety. In addition, guidance on the 
design, testing, maintenance practices and implementation of lightning protection systems is 
provided. 

I do not believe DG-1137 has either backfit or substantive policy indications. Therefore, I 
recommend that ACRS perform its formal review after all public comments have been 
addressed. The Office of the General Council (OGC) has no legal objection of the proposed 
regulatory guide. The Office Nuclear Regulatory Reactor Office (NRR) staff have reviewed this 
package and concurred. 

Your response by December 14, 2004 is requested. If you have any questions, please contact 
Ms. Christina Antonescu at (301) 415-6792. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50), Domestic 

Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities, delineates the NRC's design and qualification 

regulations for commercial nuclear power plants. In particular, General Design Criterion 2, 

"Design Basis for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A, "Domestic Licensing 

of Production and Utilization Facilities," requires, in part, that structures, systems, and 

components important to safety in a nuclear power plant be designed to withstand natural 

phenomena. The design bases for these structures, systems, and components are required to 
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reflect (1) appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have 

been historically reported for the site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited 

accuracy, quantity and period of time in which the historical data has been accumulated; (2) 

appropriate combinations of the effect of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the 

natural phenomena; and (3) the importance of the safety function to be performed. 

Power surge overvoltages generated by lightning discharges can cause equipment 

damage, system malfunction, or power interruptions at nuclear power generating plants if they 

are not adequately protected against them. Adverse consequences of abnormal voltage 

disturbances can be greatly reduced by adequate design. Confirmatory research to support 

this observation can be found in NUREG/CR-XXXX, "Technical Basis for Regulatory Guidance 

on Lightning Protection in Nuclear Power Plants" (August 2004). 

This regulatory guide offers guidance to licensees and applicants for practices that are 

acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with the NRC's regulations on the design and 

installation of lightning protection systems to ensure that electrical transients resulting from 

lightning phenomena do not render safety-related systems inoperable or cause spurious 

operation of such systems. This guide is complementary to Regulatory Guide 1.180, 

"Guidelines for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference in Safety-Related 

Instrumentation and Control Systems" (May 2003), which addresses design, installation, and 

testing practices for dealing with the effects of electromagnetic and radio-frequency 

interference (EMIIRFI) and power surges on safety-related instrumentation and control (I&C) 

systems. 

RegUlatory guides are issued to describe the methods acceptable to the NRC staff for 

implementing specific parts of the NRC's regulations, to explain techniques used by the staff in 

evaluating specific problems or postulated accidents, and to provide guidance to applicants. 

Regulatory guides are not substitutes for regUlations, and compliance with regulatory guides is 

not required. Regulatory guides are issued in draft form for public comment to involve the 

public in developing the regulatory positions. Draft regulatory guides have not received 

complete staff review; therefore they do not represent official NRC staff positions. 

In general, information provided by regulatory guides is reflected in the Standard Review 

Plan (NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for 

Nuclear Power Plants"). I\IRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation uses the Standard Review 
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Plan to review Applications to construct and operate nuclear power plants. This regulatory 

guide will apply to the revised Chapter 7, "Instrumentation and Controls," of the Standard 

Review Plan. 

The information collections contained in this draft regulatory guide are covered by the 

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, which were approved by the Office of Management and 

Budget, approval number 3150-0011. The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is 

not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB 

control number. 

B. DISCUSSION 

Experience shows that lightning can pose a serious operational threat to nuclear power 

generating plants. Therefore protection is essential to avoid malfunctions and upsets that, in 

turn, can lead to reactor trips. Hence, nuclear power plants should have a well-designed and 

properly-installed lightning protection system (LPS) to safeguard their structures and systems 

from direct lightning strikes and the resulting secondary effects. To protect against the effects 

of direct strikes, the LPS should incorporate strike termination devices, down conductors, and 

an earth grounding system. To protect against the indirect effects of lightning strikes, such as 

potentially disruptive high-energy surges and EMI/RFI that can propagate internal to structures 

and cause damage to safety-related systems, the LPS should also incorporate individual 

equipment grounding systems and surge protection devices (SPDs). 

Surge protection measures should include protection of the power plant, ancillary 

facilities that could impact safety, the switchyard, the electrical distribution system, safety

related I&C systems, and communication systems from both direct lightning strikes and the 

resulting power surges. Surge protection devices should be applied at the entry and egression 

points for signal-, communication, and power-line conductors. They should also be applied to 

any equipment that is thought to be vulnerable to high-energy surges. The selection of SPDs 

typically depend on the location of the device and the appropriate size needed to prevent the 

energy from a lightning strike from entering a facility or a piece of equipment. 
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Details about LPS design guidelines can be found in a number of documents, and the 

best known source of information in use today is National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 

780-2001, Standard for the Installation of Lightning Protection Systems. It is the foundational 

document for lightning protection of facilities from direct strikes. Almost all standards that 

discuss lightning protection guidance reference NFPA 780. However, while NFPA 780 gives 

well-founded guidance and philosophies on lightning protection, it has a disclaimer concerning 

electric power generation facilities: 

"Electric generating facilities whose primary purpose is to generate electric power are 

excluded from this standard with regard to generation, transmission, and distribution of 

power. Most electrical utilities have standards covering the protection of their facilities 

and equipment. Installations not directly related to those areas and structures housing 

such installations can be protected against lightning by the provisions of this standard." 

A second source of well-founded information about LPS installation practices is 

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 96A-2001, Installation Requirements for Lightning Protection 

Systems. UL 96A contains requirements that cover the installation of LPSs on all types of 

structures and applies to LPSs that are complete and cover all parts of the structure. However, 

UL 96A, like NFPA 780, also has a disclaimer for electrical generating systems: 

"These requirements do not cover the installation of lightning protection systems 

for electrical generating, distribution, or transmission systems." 

Because of the exclusion of power generating stations in f\lFPA 780 and UL 96A, the 

staff has chosen to endorse other equivalent standards that are directly applicable to nuclear 

power plants. However, NFPA 780 and UL 96A have been used as a basis to guide the 

identification of those other standards. The result is that a total of four standards issued by the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) are selected for endorsement and, taken 

together, they provide comprehensive lightning protection guidance for nuclear power plants. 

The four standards are as follows: IEEE Std 665-1995 (R2001), IEEE Guide for Generating 

Station Grounding, IEEE Std 666-1991, IEEE Design Guide for Electrical Power Service 

Systems for Generating Stations, IEEE Std 1050-1996, IEEE Guide for Instrumentation and 

Control Equipment Grounding in Generating Stations, and IEEE Std C62.23-1995 (R2001), 

IEEE Application Guide for Surge Protection of Electric Generating Plants. 
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IEEE Std 665-1995 describes facility grounding practices and serves as the primary 

source of guidance on lightning protection for structures at power generating stations. The 

standard identifies the grounding practices that have generally been accepted by the electric 

utility industry as contributing to effective grounding systems for personnel safety and 

equipment protection in generating stations. The standard provides guidance for the design of 

generating station grounding systems and for grounding practices applied to generating station 

indoor and outdoor structures and equipment. 

IEEE Std 666-1991 describes grounding practices for neutral grounding and 

grounding methods for medium-voltage equipment. The standard is a design guide intended 

to be applied to generating station service systems that supply electric power to auxiliary 

equipment. This design guide applies to all types of generating stations that produce electric 

power, and is particularly applicable to stations in which the electric power service system is 

required to perform continuously. Such a service system consists of a main auxiliary power 

distribution network that might supply many subsystems (including DC systems and Class 1E 

power systems), much of which is medium-voltage (2.4-13.8 kV) equipment. This standard 

addresses recommendations for neutral grounding, and the grounding of generating station 

auxiliaries. Grounding methods for both low-voltage (120-480 V) and medium voltage power 

service systems are covered. The low-voltage grounding methods parallel similar guidance 

in IEEE Std 665. Surge protection of transformers, switchgear, & motors is also covered, 

paralleling similar guidance in IEEE Std C62.23. 

IEEE Std 1050-1996 describes design and installation practices regarding grounding 

methods for generating station I&C equipment. The standard recommends grounding 

methods for I&C equipment to achieve both a suitable level of protection for personnel and 

equipment, as well as suitable noise immunity for signal ground references in generating 

stations. IEEE Std 1050-1996 is comprehensive in that it covers both the theoretical and 

practical aspects of grounding and noise minimization. 

IEEE Std C62.23-1995 describes surge protection application practices applicable to 

power generating stations. The standard consolidates many electric utility power industry 
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practices, accepted theories, existing standards/guides, definitions, and technical references 

as they specifically pertain to surge protection in electric power generating plants. 

Information is provided on proper surge protection techniques and interference reduction 

practices for communication, control, and protection circuits. IEEE Std C62.23 covers the 

protection of transmission lines from direct Ughtning strikes using overhead ground wires, 

tower footing resistance, counterpoise wires, surge arresters on transmission lines, 

protection of distribution lines from direct lightning strikes, switching surges, ferroresonance, 

and the selection of arrestors for distribution lines. The standard also covers the protection 

of switchyard equipment from direct lightning strikes using overhead wires or masts, 

protection from incoming surges on the transmission line, protection of directly connected 

switchyard equipment with surge arrestors, protection from internally generated switching 

surges, and protection of control and communication circuits in the switchyard. 

In addition, IEEE Std C62.23 covers the protection of both indoor and outdoor 

equipment (including transformers, motors, switchgear, etc.) from direct lightning strikes, 

incoming surges, internally generated surges, and ground potential rises. It also covers the 

protection of control and communication circuits and discusses the beneficial effects of 

shielding, grounding, and cable routing in the power plant buildings. Furthermore, the 

standard covers the protection of remote ancillary facilities, dealing primarily with protection 

from direct lighting strikes and the surges induced on underground cables. 

The four primary standards recommended for endorsement contain numerous 

references to other secondary standards that can clarify their information. As a result, the 

applicable portions of those secondary standards are included in the endorsement of the four 

primary standards. The secondary standards referenced in the recommended primary 

standards are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Secondary standards referenced in primary standards 

Standard number Standard title 

IEEE Std 80-2000 IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding (ANSI) 
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IEEE Std 81-1983 

IEEE Std 81.2-1991 

IEEE Std 142-1991 

IEEE Std 367-1987 

IEEE Std 487-2000 

IEEE Std 1100-1999 

IEEE Std C37.101-1993 

IEEE Std 

C57.13.3-1983 

IEEE Std 

C62.92.1-2000 

IEEE Std 

C62.92.2-1989 

IEEE Std 

C62.92.3-1993 

IEEE Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground 

Impedance, and Earth Surface Potentials of a Ground System 

(ANSI) 

IEEE Guide for Measurement of Impedance and Safety 

Characteristics of Large, Extended or Interconnected 

Grounding Systems 

IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and 

Commercial Power Systems (IEEE Green Book) 

IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining the Electric 

Power Station Ground Potential Rise and Induced Voltage from 

a Power Fault (ANSI) 

IEEE Recommended Practice for the Protection of Wire-Line 

Communication Facilities Serving Electric Power Stations 

(ANSI) 

IEEE Recommended Practice for Powering and Grounding 

Sensitive Electronic Equipment (IEEE Emerald Book) [ANSI] 

IEEE Guide for Generator Ground Protection (ANSI) 

IEEE Guide for the Grounding of Instrument Transformer 

Secondary Circuits and Cases (ANSI) 

IEEE Guide for the Application of Neutral Grounding in 

Electrical Utility Systems, Part I-Introduction (ANSI) 

IEEE Guide for the Application of Neutral Grounding in 

Electrical Utility Systems, Part II-Grounding of Synchronous 

Generator Systems (ANSI) 

IEEE Guide for the Application of Neutral Grounding in 

Electrical Utility Systems, Part III-Generator Auxiliary Systems 

(ANSI) 
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IEEE Std C62.41-1991 IEEE Recommended Practice on Surge Voltages in 

(R1995) Low-Voltage AC Power Circuits (ANSI) 

IEEE Std C62.45-1992 IEEE Guide on Surge Testing for Equipment Connected to 

Low-Voltage AC Power Circuits (ANSI) 

The only omission in the principal lightning protection standards is concise coverage 

of testing and maintenance practices. The IEEE standards chosen for endorsement refer to 

other standards that routinely cite specific practices, but none of these standards solely 

provide comprehensive guidance for testing and maintenance. There is discussion of a 

compilation of reasonable practices given in Appendix B of NFPA 780. However, the 

appendix is not part of the NFPA 780 requirements and is included in the document for 

informational purposes only. Hence, while NFPA 780 has not been selected for 

endorsement in this guide, it is acknowledged that Appendix B of NFPA 780 can serve as a 

good reference for comprehensive testing and maintenance practices. 

Specific regulatory positions are provided below based on the four IEEE standards 

and suggested testing and maintenance practices. The scope of the NRC staff position 

includes protection of (1) the power plant, the plant sWitchyard, and relevant ancillary 

facilities; (2) the electrical distribution system, safety-related I&C systems, communications, 

and personnel within the power plant; and (3) other important equipment in remote ancillary 

facilities that could impact safety. The scope also includes the protection of signal lines, 

communication lines, and power lines interfacing with the power plant systems. In addition, 

the scope includes the testing and maintenance of lightning protection systems. 

The scope does not include the protection of high-voltage power lines. In addition, 

the scope does not cover the testing practices intended to protect safety-related I&C 

systems against the secondary effects of lightning discharges (Le., low-level power surges 

and EMI/RFI), as those practices are covered in Regulatory Guide 1.180, Guidelines for 

Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference In Safety-Related 

Instrumentation And Control Systems. This guidance is intended to complement the 

guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.180. 
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C. REGULATORY POSITION 

1. LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN AND INSTALLATION 

The staff finds the practices in IEEE Std 665-1995 (R2001), IEEE Guide for Generating Station 

Grounding, IEEE Std 666-1991, IEEE Design Guide for Electrical Power Service Systems for 

Generating Stations, IEEE Std 1050-1996, IEEE Guide for Instrumentation Control Equipment 

Grounding in Generating Stations, and IEEE Std C62.23-1995 (R2001), IEEE Application Guide for 

Surge Protection of Electric Generating Plants, as acceptable for the design and installation of lightning 

protection systems in nuclear power plants. These endorsed IEEE standards reference numerous 

other standards that contain complementary and supplementary information. The portions of the 

referenced standards cited in the endorsed standards are also endorsed by this guide and are to be 

used in a manner consistent with the practices in the endorsed standards. These standards taken 

together provide comprehensive guidance for the design and installation of a lightning protection 

system at a nuclear power generating station. 

One exception is taken to IEEE Std 665-1995. Section 5.7.4 misquotes subclause 4.2.4 of 

IEEE Std 142-1991, IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and Commercial Power 

Systems, as saying "concrete below ground level is a semiconducting medium of about 30 O-cm 

resistivity." However, the proper section reference is subclause 4.2.3 and the resistivity of concrete 

under the stated conditions should be listed as about 3000 O-cm. 

2. Testing and Maintenance of Lightning Protection Systems 

Testing and maintenance of an LPS is necessary to confirm its proper installation and ensure 

its continued ability to provide the level of protection for which it was designed. The following 

practices form the basis for an adequate approach to establishing and maintaining the condition of an 

LPS. 

All new lightning protection systems should be inspected following the completion of their� 

installation. In addition, the systems should be inspected on a regular periodic basis throughout their� 
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life time. In particular, an LPS should be inspected whenever any alterations or repairs are made to a 

protected structure, as well as following any known lightning discharge to the system. An LPS should 

be inspected visually at least annually. In areas where severe climatic changes occur, it may be 

advisable to inspect the LPS semiannually or following extreme changes in ambient temperature. It is 

also recommended that a complete, in-depth inspection of the LPS be completed every three to five 

years. 

Testing and maintenance procedures should be established for each LPS. The frequency of 

testing and maintenance will depend on weather-related degradation, frequency of stroke damage, 

protection level required, and exposure to stroke damage. Also, an LPS testing and maintenance 

program should include (1) inspection of all conductors and system components, (2) tightening of all 

clamps and splicers, (3) measurement of the earth grounding resistance, (4) measurement of the 

resistance of ground terminals, (5) inspection or testing, or both, of SPDs to determine their 

effectiveness, (6) periodic testing and maintenance of earth grounding systems, (7) refastening and 

tightening components and conductors as required, (8) inspection and testing when LPS has been 

altered due to additions to, or changes in, the structure, and (9) complete records. 
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D. IMPLEMENTATION 

The purpose of this section is to provide information to applicants and licensees regarding the 

NRC staff's plans for using this regulatory guide. The guide only applies to new plants and no 

backfitting is intended or approved in connection with its issuance. 

Except in those cases in which an applicant or licensee proposes acceptable alternative 

methods for complying with the specified portions of the NRC's regulations, the methods described in 

this guide will be used in the evaluation of submittals in connection with applications for construction 

permits, operating licenses, and combined licenses. 
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS 

1. PROBLEM 

Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50), Domestic Licensing 

of Production and Utilization Facilities, delineates the NRC's design and qualification regulations for 

commercial nuclear power plants. In particular, General Design Criterion 2, "Design Basis for 

Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of Appendix A, "Domestic Licensing of Production and 

Utilization Facilities," requires, in part, that safety-related structures, systems, and components in a 

nuclear power plant be designed to withstand natural phenomena. The design bases for these 

structures, systems, and components are required to reflect (1) appropriate consideration of the most 

severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and surrounding 

area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity and period of time in which the historical 

data has been accumulated; (2) appropriate combinations of the effect of normal and accident 

conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena; and (3) the importance of the safety function to 

be performed. 

While these regulations address lightning protection for safety-related electrical equipment, 

they do not explicitly identify approaches to establishing lightning protection guidance. The best 

known source of information in use today for lightning protection is NFPA 780-2001, Standard for the 

Installation of Lightning Protection Systems. Almost all standards that discuss lightning protection 

guidance reference NFPA 780. However, while NFPA 780 gives well-founded guidance and 

philosophies on lightning protection, it contains a disclaimer that electric power generation facilities 

are excluded from its guidance. Hence, there is a need to develop regulatory guidance on lightning 

protection specifically for nuclear power generating plants. 

2. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

The two approaches considered are: 

1. Take no action, or 

2. Develop guidance with a solid technical basis. 

The first alternative, taking no action, requires no additional cost for the staff or applicants over 
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current conditions since no change to the process would occur. However, the process of establishing 

lightning protection for safety-related systems may involve significant effort on the part of the applicant 

to anticipate the type and level of evidence that is acceptable to the staff to demonstrate compatibility 

of equipment in response to these phenomena. In addition, the NRC staff review may involve 

considerable effort in evaluating submitted approaches and will have to handle reviews on a case-by

case basis. 

The second alternative is to endorse standards that provide adequate lightning protection for 

nuclear facilities. The level of effort for each application is reduced for both the staff and applicant 

over that involved with Alternative 1 because systematic review and endorsement of current standards 

by the staff and up-front resolution of open issues is a more effective use of resources than an ad 

hoc, case-by-case method of handling lightning protection issues. The result of this approach is a 

complete guide on acceptable lightning protection practices. Of course, the applicant retains the 

flexibility to establish an eqUivalent technical basis for a different approach by performing its own 

detailed assessment. 

3. VALUES AND IMPACTS 

License reviews related to lightning protection in safety-related systems are presently being 

performed on a case-by-case basis. This guide is being developed to endorse acceptable 

engineering practices for complying with the NRC's regulations. The value of regulatory guidance is 

that it offers clear guidance on practices that makes the nuclear power plant a safer environment. 

This guidance is consistent with current established practices applied throughout the 

commercial power industry. Therefore, costs associated with the implementation of this guide are 

expected to be minimal. The guide would apply to new nuclear power plants. 
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DRAFT e� 
ABSTRACT� 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been engaged by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research to develop the technical basis for regulatory guidance to address design and 
implementation practices for lightning protection systems in nuclear power plants (NPPs). With the 
advent of digital and low-voltage analog systems in NPPs, lightning protection is becoming increasingly 
important. These systems have the potential to be more vulnerable than older, analog systems to the 
resulting power surges and electromagnetic interference (EM!) when lightning hits facilities or power 
lines. This report documents the technical basis for guidance on the protection ofnuclear power structures 
and systems from direct lightning strikes and the resulting secondary effects. Four Institute ofElectrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards are recommended for endorsement to address issues 
associated with the lightning protection of nuclear power plants and their equipment and personnel: IEEE 
Std 665-1995 (R200 I), IEEE Guide for Generating Station Grounding; IEEE Std 666, IEEE Design 
Guidefor Electric Power Service Systemsfor Generating Stations; IEEE Std 1050-1996, IEEE Guidefor 
Instrumentation and Control Equipment Grounding in Generating Stations; and IEEE Std C62.23-1995 
(R2001), IEEE Application Guidefor Surge Protection ofElectric Generating Plants. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY� 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been engaged by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Office ofNuclear Regulatory Research to develop the technical basis for regulatory guidance to address 
design and implementation practices for lightning protection systems in nuclear power plants (NPPs). 
With the advent of digital and low-voltage analog systems in NPPs, lightning protection is becoming 
increasingly important. These systems have the potential to be more vulnerable than older, analog systems 
to the resulting power surges and electromagnetic interference (EMI) when lightning hits facilities or 
power lines. This report documents the technical basis for guidance on the protection ofnuclear power 
structures and systems from direct lightning strikes and the resulting secondary effects. 

The scope of the technical basis for guidance includes protection of (1) the power plant and relevant 
ancillary facilities, with the boundary beginning at the service entrances of buildings; (2) the plant 
switchyard; (3) the electrical distribution system, safety-related instrumentation and control (I&C) 
systems, communications, and personnel within the power plant; and (4) other important equipment in 
remote ancillary facilities that couId impact safety. The scope includes signal lines, communication lines, 
and power lines. The scope also includes the 'f;sting and maintenance of the lightning protection systems. 
The scope does not cover the testing and design practices specifically intended to protect safety-related 
I&C systems against the secondary effects of lightning discharges, i.e., low-level power surges and EMI. 
These practices are covered in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.180, Guidelinesfor Evaluating Electromagnetic 
and Radio-Frequency Inteiference In Safety-Related Instrumentation And Control Systems. 

This report recommends that four primary standards be endorsed for the lightning protection ofNPPs and 
their equipment and personnel: 

•� IEEE Std 665: This report recommends that IEEE Std 665 be endorsed for guidance on lightning 
protection for NPPs. This st1111.knu iliaw::: heavily from NFPA 780, which is widely accepted for 
lightning protection ofmost types of structures but which specifically excludes power generation 
plants. 

•� IEEE Std 666: This report recommends that IEEE Std 666 be endorsed for its coverage of grounding 
and surge protection for medium-voltage equipment in NPPs. 

•� IEEE Std 1050: In addition to IEEE Stds 665 and 666, which focus on the direct effects oflightning 
strokes, this report recommends the endorsement of IEEE Std 1050, which covers the specific 
components necessary to prevent damage to I&C equipment from the secondary effects of lightning. 

•� IEEE Std C62.23: This report recommends the endorsement ofIEEE Std C62.23 as general guidance 
on surge protection. This standard consolidates many electric utility power industry practices, 
accepted theories, existing standards!guides, definitions, and technical references as they specifically 
pertain to surge protection of electric power generating plants. 

This report further notes that the four primary standards recommended for endorsement contain 
references to sections in the following standards: IEEE Std 80, IEEE Std 81, IEEE Std 81.2, IEEE Std 
142, IEEE Std 367, IEEE 487, IEEE Std 1100, IEEE Std C37.101, IEEE Std C57.13.3, IEEE Std 
C62.92.l, IEEE Std C62.92.2, IEEE Std C62.92.3, IEEE Std C62.41, and IEEE Std C62.45. As a result, 
the applicable portions of those standards are included in the endorsement of the four primary standards. 
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1. INTRODUCTION� 

1.1 Purpose 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has been engaged by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) Office ofNuclear Regulatory Research (RES) to develop the technical basis for regulatory 
guidance to address design and implementation practices for lightning protection systems (LPSs) in 
nuclear power plants (NPPs). With the advent of digital and low-voltage analog systems in NPPs, 
lightning protection is becoming increasingly important. These systems have the potential to be more 
vulnerable than older, analog systems to the resulting power surges and electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) when lightning hits facilities or power lines. The purpose ofthis report is to document the technical 
basis for guidance regarding the protection ofnuclear power structures andsystems from direct lightning 
strikes and the resulting secondary effects. 

1.2 Research Approach and Scope of Guidance 

The three components thought to be needed to establish a detailed technical basis for regUlatory guidanct: 
on lightning protection are shown in Fig. 1. Because oftime constraints, the approach taken during this 
research includes only two ofthe components. The first step ofthe approach is to ascertain the relevance 
of lightning protection guidance by assessing operating experiences associated with lightning strikes. The 
sources of these experiences include licensee event reports (LERs), other NRC reports, and industry 
reports. The second step is to review and select industry standards suitable to provide adequate lightning 
protection. The third logical step would be to do a detailed system analysis that includes failure 
mechanisms within plants and their subsequent effects. These failure mechanisms might include the 
effects of excessive voltage and current, coupling mechanisms (e.g., inductive, capacitive, and conductive 
coupling), and the breakdown mechanisms for plant equipment, surge protection devices, and wire 
insulation. The first two steps are adequate for establishing the technical basis at. prest:nt, and the third 
step is recommended if additional rationale is needed. 

:Figure 1. Components of research approach. 
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The scope of the technical basis for guidance includes protection of (1) the power plant and relevant 
ancillary facilities, with the boundary beginning at the service entrances ofbuildings; (2) the plant 
switchyard; (3) the electrical distribution system, safety-related instrumentation and control (I&C) 
systems, communications, and personnel within the power plant; and (4) other important equipment in 
remote ancillary facilities that could impact safety. Fig. 2 illustrates how the elements of the power plant 
system tie together. The scope includes signal lines, communication lines, and power lines. The scope 
also includes the testing and maintenance ofLPSs. The scope does not cover the testing and design 
practices specifically intended to protect safety-related I&C systems against the secondary effects of 
lightning discharges, i.e., low-level power surges and EM!. These practices are covered in Regulatory 
Guide (RG) 1.180, Guidelines for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference In 
Safety-Related Instrumentation And Control Systems [1]. Any future guidance on lightning protection 
founded on the technical basis developed in this report is expected to complement RG 1.180 by helping to 
ensure that the electromagnetic phenomena induced within NPPs as a result of lightning activity do not 
exceed the expected RG 1.180 levels. 

r- ---------- ISyst.:.n~ bleated within Building ,...-------,. I..---~~--, 

Safety- Digital & I
Service Building

Switchyard� Rel.lted I&C Analog IEntrance Power Systems Signals 
L..--_-----' I I 

1� ----_1 
Off-Site� 
Power� 

Figure 2. Elements of the power plant system. 

1.3 Facts About Lightning 

Weather experts report that lightning strikes the earth 100 times each second around the world and that 
16 million thunderstorms occur worldwide each year [2]. The regions most prone to this violent weather 
are those where very moist and unstable air masses move through year-round (e.g., regions in close 
proximity to the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean) [3]. Some additional facts about lightning are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Lightning ... 
•� packs between 35,000 and 40,000 A of current, 
•� can generate temperatures as high as 50,000°C, 
•� travels as far as 40 miles, 
•� can, and does, strike the same place twice, 
•� kills nearly 100 people each year in the United States and injures hundreds 

of others, and 
•� causes billions of dollars in property damage eac1:: ~.:;:-';', many times 

resulting in fire and total property loss. 

Source: Lightning Protection Institute, "Lightning and Lightning Protection 
Systems," at http://www.1ightning.orglprotect.htm. 1999. 

Figure 3. Facts about lightning. 
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1.4 History of NRC Lightning Protection Guidance 

During the research for this report, it was found that a draft regulatory guide had been written in 1979 
entitled Lightning Protectionfor Nuclear Power Plants. The draft guide described criteria acceptable to 
the NRC staff for the design, application, and testing ofLPSs to ensure that electrical transients resulting 
from lightning phenomena did not render systems important to safety inoperable or cause spurious 
operation of such systems. Specific practices on the use of lightning rods (air terminals) from National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 78-1968, Lightning Protection Code, were endorsed. Note that this 
standard has been updated a number oftimes since 1968 and the latest version is NFPA 780-2001, 
Standardfor the Installation ofLightning Protection Systems [4]. The draft guide also endorsed practices 
on the use ofsurge arresters found in two American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. Issues 
such as common mode failures, surge protection of redundant systems, and surge protection of solid-state 
logic systems were mentioned but not discussed in great detail. The draft regulatory guide was never 
fmalized and was subsequently terminated in 1981. 

Petition for Rulemaking (PRM) 50-56 [5] was originated in 1991 by Richard Grill, a fonner NRC staffer, 
petitioning the NRC to agam address concerns related to lightning, as well as other sources such as 
electromagnetic pulses (EMP), EMI, geomagnetic currents, and ferromagnetic effects. The PRM 50-56 
petition specifically requested that lightning (and the other electrical transients) be added to the list of 
phenomena that NPPs must be designed to safely withstand, and that licensees be required to "consider 
the effect ofelectrical transients on the operability and reliability ofnuclear safety related systems and 
potential accident scenarios ... to assure that such transients cannot compromise the safety ofthe facility 
or the health and safety ofthe public. " The petition also requested that NRC regulations be amended to 
require that this "unreviewed safety question be scoped, reviewed, and resolvedfor all nuclearpower 
plants on a generic basis ... " The main motivation, and reason for concern, for Mr. Grill was that 
potential effects of electrical transients on the integrity of safety-related systems had not been rigorously 
analyzed, nor hail unplil:,d.lolls fU1 :safety been factored into conservative preventative designs, as had 
been done previously when considering other natural (and man-made) phenomena, such as earthquakes, 
floods, tornados, tsunamis, and aircraft crashes. 

The NRC staff issued a report authored by Chris Rourk, Report on the Sources and Effects ofElectrical 
Transients on the Electrical Systems ofCommercial Nuclear Power Plants [6}, in 1992 in response to 
PRM 50-56. The Rourk report was structured accordingly, with EMP, geomagnetic currents, 
ferromagnetic effects, switching surges, and lightning being addressed in individual chapters. EMI was 
not addressed in this report because it was being studied under a separate program that eventually led to 
the issuance ofRG 1.180. Lightning-related LERs were reviewed to address concerns that could not be 
addressed by a review of information in the technical literature. The purpose was to examine whether, on 
the basis of operating experience, NPPs are adequately protected from the transients associated with 
lightning strikes. Based on the review of the lightning-related LERs, the report concluded that "it does 
not appear that the effects from electrical transients which have occurred could compr0111ise the safe 
shutdown oflicensed nuclearpower plants." It further stated that 

regulation of lightning protection does not appear to be justified on the basis of safety 
significance. However, in light of ... the increasing reliance on digital controls, it seems prudent to 
consider changes to regulatory requirements for future plants." It also stated that ''the structural 
and power line protect:"... p...~.ices currently used by licensees appear to adequately protect 
licensed facilities from the effects of direct strikes based upon the operating experiences reviewed 
in this report. Therefore, existing standards could be used as the technical basis for consideration 
ofany new regulation for structural and power line protection. 
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This is where the status of regulatory guidance on lightning protection stood until the initiation of the 
research effort by ORNL staff. As stated earlier, the approach is to ascertain the relevance oflightning 
protection guidance by assessing the operating experiences in NPPs associated with lightning strikes. The 
sources include LERs, other NRC reports, and industry reports. Areview oflightning-related operating 
events is discussed in Section 2. 

4� 
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2. LIGHTNING-RELATED OPERATING EVENTS� 

2.1 Licensee Event Reports 

Lightning-related events from LERs were reviewed for the period 1980 to 2003. LERs for the period 
1980 to 1991 had been reviewed by Rourk [6] to identify events involving equipment misoperation and 
damage caused by lightning strikes. The results of this review were reported in Ref (7]. ORNL staffbuilt 
upon this earlier work by reviewing lightning-related events from 1992 to 2003 and comparing the results 
with the Rourk study. In order for the review and analysis by ORNL staff to be a logical extension of the 
study by Rourk, analysis methods similar to those used in the Rourk study were applied. For example, the 
ORNL study uses the same categorization oflightning-related events used by Rourk. 

2.1.1 Summary of Lightning-Related Events from the Rourk Study (1980-1991) 

The objective ofthe Rourk review was to determine "whether any trends were developing that indicated 
potential problems due to lightning. " Significant results ofthe review are identified as follows: 

•� A total of lightning-related 174 events were reported. 
•� Six events involved a total loss ofoffsite power. 
•� A total of42 events involved the loss of one or more offsite power sources. 
•� Only 1 of these 42 events cited involved any equipment damage. 
•� The other 41 events included some adverse equipment effects that appeared to result from low 

voltage at the plant (e.g., the tripping of equipment protective relays), but did not involve any 
equipment damage or failure. 

•� Six events involved loss of fire protection equipment from lightning, but no fire actually� 
occurred.� 

•� Four events involved a fire at the plant caused by lightning. (Note: It is likely that additIOnal fires 
have occurred at plants that were not reported on LERs, because to be reportable an event must 
involve actuation or unavailability of safety-related equipment or systems.) 

•� Of the 174 events, only 58 involved reactor trips. 
•� Twenty events involved actuation ofthe control rod drive dc power supply over-voltage 

protection. When this happens, the control rod gripper units are de-energized, causing the control . 
rods to fall into the reactor core. The reactor then trips because of a high negative flux rate. 

•� Twenty events involved damage to meteorological equipment mounted on towers. Such events do 
not threaten the ability of a plant to safely shut down. However, they do establish that one 
indication of a local lightning strike is failure of equipment on a meteorological tower. 

Conclusions from the Rourk study included the following: 

•� Most events that resulted in component damage appeared to have been caused by a local strike, 
rather than a transmission line strike. 

•� Although it is possible that a lightning strike may result in a fire simultaneously with the loss of 
fire protection, such a scenario did not occur in the l2-year period reviewed. Taking into account 
the number of operating reactors within the period, this constituted 967 years ofplant operation. 

•� The most significant impact on plant operations that may be caused by lightning is from ttl:' 

effects of local strikes. 
•� High-frequency voltage transients created on the transmission system by lightning do not cause 

significant equipment misoperation or damage. 
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2.1.2 ORNL Study of Lightning-Related Events (1992-2003) 

Lightning-related events from 1992-2003 were analyzed and grouped into categories. Note that this 
period covers the next 12 years after the l2-year period reviewed by Rourk (1980-1991). In order to 
compare the two reviews, methods of analysis similar to those used by Rourk were applied, and the 
categorization of events follows the same methods used by Rourk. To have reasonable assurance that 
similar search methods were used, the keywords used to search for lightning-related events for the 1992
2003 period were also used to retrieve lightning-related events from 1980-1991. A total of 172 events 
were retrieved. The Rourk study reported a total of 174 lightning-related ~vents for the same period. The 
percentage difference « 2%) is small and provides additional assurance of the validity of any 
comparisons made with regard to the two review periods. The search for lightning-related occurrences 
from 1992-2003 uncovered a total of 66 events. This is a significant reduction from the 174 events 
reported in the Rourk study. 

The following is a category-by-category comparison of lightning-related LER events within the two 
periods of study: 

Loss ofOffsite Power, Without Equipment Damage: 
A loss ofoffsite power occurs when any transmission line connecting the plant to the power system is 
disconnected by circuit breakers. A plant typically has more than one offsite power s6urce. Plants are also 
required to have on-site backup sources, such as diesel generators, to provide sufficient power to safely 
shut down the plant in case ofa total loss of offsite power. 

The review by ORNL staff found a total of 17 events that involved a loss of one or more offsite power 
sources but did not result in equipment damage. This is in contrast to 41 events reported for the same 
category for the period 1980-1991 in the Rourk study. 

Loss ofOJfsite Power, Accompanied by Equipment Damage: 
A lightning strike on a transmission line creates a surge on the line with a current magnitude that is 
determined by the charge characteristics of the lightning and the location of the strike. By contrast, the 
effect of a local strike will be largely dependent on the magnitude and distribution ofground potential rise 
(GPR) and capacitive and inductive coupling ofplant equipment to the lightning channel. 

Examination of the LER events in the 1992-2003 period did not uncover any loss-of-offsite-power events 
that subsequently resulted in plant equipment damage. The Rourk study found one event in this category. 
Thus, over the 24-year period covered by both reviews, there is consistently little or no occurrence of 
events relating to equipment damage as a result of loss of offsite power. It is reasonable to assert 
therefore, that the most likely cause ofplant equipment damage is from a local strike rather than a 
transmission line strike. 

Reactor Trip: 
This category involves events that resulted in a reactor trip but did not involve any equipment damage. 
Reactor trips that also resulted in equipment and emergency safety function (ESF) actuation, i.e., pump or 
valve actuation, also fall under this category. 

Of the 66 events examined, 48 events (or about 73%) involved no reactor trip. This is a slightly higher 
percentage than (and therefore an improvement over) the previous 12-year period. 

6� 
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Low Voltage Transient: 
Eleven lightning-related events out of the 66 examined were attributed to under-voltage transient effects. 
The Rourk study did not specifically identify the number oflow-voltage transient effects. Instead, the 
study reported 41 events that included both high-frequency transmission line surges/spikes and low
voltage transients. 

Control Rod Drive Power Supply Overvoltage Protection Actuation: 
For the period 1992-2003, two events involved actuation of the control rod drive over-voltage protection, 
causing the control rod gripper units to de-energize and the rods to drop into the reactor core. This is in 
contrast to 20 similar events reported in the Rourk study for the 1980-1991 period. 

Fire-Related Events and Loss ofFire Protection: 
A lightning strike could simultaneously cause loss of fire suppression/protection equipment and cause a 
fire. This review found only three lightning incidents that resulted in loss of fire protection equipment 
from 1992 to 2003. However, none ofthese involved an actual fire. The Rourk study reported six 
incidents that involved loss of fire protection equipment; in addition, there were four events that involved 
a fire at the plant caused by lightning. Thus,whIle Ine in(;ioen(;~ ufloss of fIre protection equipment or an 
outright outbreak of fire at plants caused by lightning was not high during the 12-year period of the Rourk 
study, the ORNL study reveals a further significant reduction in these occurrences over the last 12-year 
period. 

Meteorological and Other Equipment Damage: 
Out ofthe 66 events examined, 1 involved damage to meteorological equipment mounted outside the 
plant, and 10 were responsible for damage to instrumentation equipment[e.g., transmitters, resistance 
temperature detectors (RTDs,) etc.] in the plant. This again is a significant reduction over the previous 12
year period covered by the Rourk study (18 events ofdamage to meteorological equipment and 26 of 
damage to instrumentation). 

Table 1 is a comparison ofthe lightning-related events from the two periods of study. Fig. 4 shows a 
graphical representation ofevents. Note that while the Rourk study includes a good discussion of the 
lightning events within the period studied, it does not include an actual tabulation/graphical representation 
ofthese LER events. The tabulation of 1980-1991 LER events included in Table 1 is for comparison with 
the ORNL study and has been inferred from the analyses and discussions in the Rourk study. Thus, no 
entry could be made for events due to under-voltage transients for the Rourk study because these events 
were included with other high-frequency transmission line effects. 

As already noted, the ORNL study retrieved all lightning-related events from 1980 through 2003. 
However, only events from 1992 through 2003 were reviewed in detail to form a basis for comparison to 
the Rourk study, which covered 1980-1991. 
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Table 1. Comparison of lightning-related events 

Event Number of Number of 
Event category designation occurrences occurrences 

1986-1991 1992-2003 
Loss of offsite power, without any LOOP_NED 41/174 21/66 
equipment damage 
Loss ofoffsite power, accompanied LOOP_DMG 1/174 0/66 
by equipment damage 
Reactor trip--no equipment damage, 
but there could be spurious ESF TRIP 58/174 18/66 
actuation (valve or pump actuation, 
etc.) 
Low volta,ge transient LV TRANST (see text) 11/66 
Control rod drive power supply CTRD_DRP 20/174 2/66 
overvoltage protection actuation 
Loss of fire protection LOFP 6 3/66 
Fire FIRE 4 0 
Meteorolo,gical equipment damage METEQ. DMG 18/174 1/66 
Other equipment dama,ge OTHER DMG 26/174 10/66 

Lightning-related events for 2, 12-year periods (1980-1991,1992-2003) 
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Figure 4. Lightning-related events for two 12-year periods (1986-1991, 1992-2003) 

Table 2 shows lightning-related events as a function of year for the entire 24-year period (from 1980
2003). A graphical representation of the data is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the average number of 
occurrences per year during the period of the Rourk study (14.3 incidents per year) is significantly higher 
than during the following l2-year period reviewed by ORNL staff« 5.5 incidents per year). This 
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constitutes about a 62% reduction in the number of lightning-related incidents. This appears to suggest 
that plants that had high incidences oflightning-related events may have put in place more robust 
protective equipment to mitigate the effect of the occurrences. However, there appears to be an anomaly 
in the relatively high number of incidents recorded in 2003. An examination ofthe trend would anticipate 
a lower number of incidences for 2003. ORNL staff re-examined the LERs to see if some unusual 
occurrences could explain this anomaly (such as peculiar problems at one plant or incidents involving a 
vulnerable component). The review did not uncover any peculiarities. 

Table 2. Lightning-related events by year 

1980-1991 
Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
No. of 12 6 14 14 10 18 18 19 14 11 13 23 
occurrences 

1992-2003 
Year 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
No. of 7 6 9 5 8 3 5 7 1 3 2 10 
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Figure 5. Lightning-related events by year. 
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2.2 U.S. NRC Reports 

2.2.1 Special Inspection 50-29/91-09 (Yankee Rowe-Loss of Offsite Power Event) 

Special Inspection 50-29/91-09, Loss ofOfftite Power Event [8], is a report issued by an inspection team 
in NRC Region I detailing the sequence of events initiated by a lightning strike at II :50 p.m. on June 15, 
1991, at the switchyard at Yankee Nuclear Power Station, Rowe, Massachusetts. The operating power 
level prior to the event was 89% of full power. The event was initiated by a lightning strike that disabled 
both offsite ac power sources, started a transformer ftre, and disabled communication systems. At the 
onset ofthe event, the turbine tripped and the reactor automatically scrammed. The trigger for the episode 
was one or more lightning strikes to the plant substation, which injected voltage transients into the plant 
power distribution system that caused disruption to many systems and started a ftre. The event sequence 
worsened after another lightning strike disabled a nearby communication tower. The event sequence is 
depicted in Fig. 6, in which events related to the ftre and the communication systems are separated. The 
account that follows includes a description ofthe plant's offsite and onsite power systems, the response to 
the lightning strike, the plant's lightning protection and surge suppression systems, and a list of 
equipuleni; damage. The applicability of lightning protection guidance is also d.1scussed. 

Yankee Nuclear Power station� 

June 15. 1991 Uohtnlng Event Sequences� 

Figure 6. Yankee Nuclear Power Station June 15, 1991 lightning event sequence. 
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2.2.1.1 Offsite and Onsite Power Systems 

The Station Service System contains three station service transfonners (SSTs). Number 1, rated at 
5.0/6.25 MYA, 18kV-2400 V, is connected to the main generator to backfeed station loads; nos. 2 and 3, 
rated at 5.0/6.25 MYA, 115kV-2400 V, are each connected to one of the two 115-kV transmission lines. 
Station auxiliaries are divided among three 2400-V buses, which are nonnally independent but can be 
cross-connected. Bus section 1, which is backfed from the main generator, supplies power to two main 
coolant pumps. Generator coastdown inertia supplies power to the two pumps for about 2 minutes 
through bus 1. Bus sections 2 and 3 are powered from two separate SSTs; each supplies one main coolant 
pump and one motor-driven emergency feedwater pump. Each SST has a voltage regulator on the 
secondary side to maintain 2400 V to the load. Station service also includes three 480-V non-safety buses. 

Three 480-V emergency buses are nonnally energized from the 480-V non-safety buses. The emergency 
buses power the 10w- and high-pressure safety injection pumps and emergency motor control circuits. 
Loss of voltage to the emergency buses results in auto-start ofthe associated emergency diesel generator 
(EDG); the breakers re-energize the affected bus. The EDGs can be aligned to backfeed a non-safety 
480-V bus and a 2400-V bus. 

Instrumentation is powered by two separate 120-Vac vital buses, which are energized through static 
inverters powered from the 120-Vdc system. Failure of static inverters transfers power supply from 
125 Vdc to 480 V through a 480-120 transfonner. Vital buses 1 and 2 are aligned to be powered from 
EDGs 1 and 3, respectively. 

2.2.1.2 Response to Lightning Strike 

Based on damage evidence, the initial lightning strike was to the A-phase manual disconnect switch that 
isolates the 115-kV Harriman line from the 115-kV switch through an oil circuit breaker. The energy of 
the strike caused failure ofthe A-phase surge arrestor connected to the no 3 SST, OnerRtors noted to 
interviewers that some instrumentation (rod position indication and nuclear instruments) remained 
energized for a few seconds after reactor scram. Therefore, not all off-site power was lost initially, which 
suggests that two lightning strikes may have sequentially (within seconds) hit the switchyard. 

A strike initiated the trip ofthe one-directional 21-2 impedance relay, which measured the impedance of 
the 115-kV Harriman line in the direction of the Harriman Station. The trip signal from the impedance 
relay resulted in an air circuit breaker (ACB) trip, which caused a loss of the Harriman line. The supply 
breakers tripped to 2400-V bus 2 and 480-V bus 5-2, which supplies emergency bus 3. Undervo1tage 
relays sensed the loss-of-voltage condition and automatically started EDG 3. The EDG re-energized 
emergency bus 3. 

Oil circuit breaker Y-l77 tripped and disconnected the 115-kV switchyard from the Cabot line. The cause 
of theoil circuit breaker trip was not clear, since it could have been from the initiallightning strike, 
reactor scram, or turbine trip. Although supply ACBs to the 2400-V bus 3 and 480-V bus 6-3 remained 
closed, a loss-of-voltage condition existed at 2400-V bus 3 and 480-V bus 6-3, which supplies emergency 
bus 1. Undervoltage relays sensed this condition and started EDG 1, re-energizing emergency bus 1. 

Emergency bus 2 remained energized for one to two minutes by the main generator after reactor scram 
and turbine trip. The reactor scram may have been due to the loss of two offc1.::--tWin coolant pumps. The 
exact cause ofreactor trip was not recorded. Anticipating that the generator would spin down, operators 
manually started EDG 2. Once the voltage on emergency bus 2 dropped below the undervoltage relay 
threshold, the bus was isolated and EDG 2 closed onto the bus. 
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The lightning transient also caused a failure ofthe safety-related static inverters. The failure resulted in 
automatic transfer of the 120-Vac vital bus power supply from the inverters to the backup supply of 
emergency buses through a 480-120 V transformer. Each inverter was realigned to its respective 
emergency bus 1 or 3. Therefore, until EDGs I and 3 re-energized their respective buses, the 1 and 2 
120-Vac vital buses remained de-energized. With no vital buses energized, most of the primary and 
reactor plant instrumentation would be off-line. This would include all nuclear instruments, pressurizer 
level and pressure, vapor container pressure and level, steam generator pressures and levels, and loop 
temperatures and flows. The loss ofvital buses was only momentary. 

The lightning transient also resulted in the loss ofpower to the non-essential uninterruptible power supply 
(NEUPS) distribution panel. The NEUPS distribution panel provides 120-V power to communication 
equipment, area and process radiation monitors, and the safety parameter display system (SPDS). Damage 
to the NEUPS inverter and static switch, which allows the diesel to bypass the inverter, prevented 
operators from closing motor-operated circuit breaker CB-4 and therefore energizing the NEUPS 
distribution panel. Post-accident analysis determined that there may have been alternative means to 
energize the NEUPS distribution panel. 

A safety injection system was automatically actuated when the operator was transferring the emergency 
buses to offsite power. A blown fuse in the inverters (directly attributable to the lightning transient) was a 
contributing factor to the inadvertent injection, although operator error in following procedure was a 
direct cause. 

Loss of off-site power caused certain doors to fail in the locked state. Security personnel provided 
operators access to equipment and facilities through the security key system. 

2.2.1.3 Lightning Protection and Surge Suppression Systems 

The two incoming 115-kV transmission lines into tht:: Yankee switchyard were not protected with 
overhead shield wires. The susceptibility of transmission lines to direct lightning strikes can be reduced 
by providing overhead shield wires, which limit the magnitude and rate of rise-of-voltage surges. The 
switchyard had a single lightning mast. 

The SSTs were equipped with one metal-oxide surge arrestor per phase. Arrestors were rated at 96 kV 
with a maximum continuous operating voltage of about 75 kV. (70 kV minimum needed for grounded Y 
at 121 kV maximum allowable). It is not known whether surge protection was present further down the 
internal distribution lines. 

2.2.1.4 Equipment Damage 

A lightning strike and the resulting overvoltage caused multiple equipment failures. 
SST no. 3 A-phase surge arrestor shattered anci burned. 
Z-126/C-126-5 disconnect bushing damaged. 
NEUPS inverter and static switch failed. 
No. I vital bus inverter fuse blown. 
No. I vital bus inverter output frequency meter decalibrated. 
No.2 vital bus inverted fuse blown. 
Y-177 oil circuit breaker relay coil opened. 
Compensated level indications to no. 2 and no. 4 steam generators lost. 
No.2 and no. 4 feedwater control system power supply fuses blown.� 
Several panel indicators damaged.� 
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2.2.2 Engineering Evaluation Report AEODlE605 

NRC Engineering Evaluation Report AEOD1E605, Lightning Events at Nuclear Power Plants [9], 
discusses lightning-related events obtained from LERs from 1981-1985 and their evaluation by the Office 
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD). The search identified 62 events that occurred at 
32 reactor units. The evaluation shows that the following systems were affected: 

1. Offsite power system; 
2. Safety-related instrumentation and control systems; 
3. Meteorological and weather systems; 
4. Radiation, gas, and effluent flow monitoring systems; and 
5. Air intake tunnel halon system. 

The report concludes that although lightning strikes have adversely affected the operation of some nuclear 
power plants, in most cases, there has been no significant degradation of safety and minimal equipment 
damage. Where damage has been extensive, licensees have taken corrective actions to reduce the 
consequences of future strikes. The report suggeststhat no further actions be taken. The report's appendix 
contains a listing ofLER data from whicn the evaluation was prepared. 

2.2.2.11981-1985 LER Review 

As a result of lightning-related events ofthe summer of 1985, in which several nuclear plants were 
affected, a search for and review of lightning events at nuclear plants was initiated to determine the 
effects of lightning on safety-related systems. The 62 events occurred at 30 plant sites and involved 32 
reactor units. Units affected and numbers ofevents involved are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Units in AEODlE605 review 

Plant name Number of events 
.per plant 

Big Rock Point, Brunswick I, Byron 1, Catawba 1, Connecticut Yankee, Cooper, Davis- 1 
Besse, D. C. Cook 1, Duane Arnold, Fitzpatrick, Hatch 1, McGuire 2, Shoreham, Summer 
1, Turkey Point 3, Vennont Yankee, Waterford 3 
Arkansas Nuclear One 2, Farley 2, Grand Gulf 1, Maine Yankee, Peach Bottom 3, Pilgrim, 2 
Susquehanna 1, Susquehanna 2, St. Lucie 2, Wolf Creek 
Yankee Rowe 3 
Browns Ferry 1, Crystal River 3 5 
McGuire 1, TMI 2 6 

All plants affected were in the midwestern and eastern regions, with the majority east of the Mississippi 
river. In general, plants with high numbers of lightning events are located in areas ofhigh mean annual 
ground flash density (greater than 10 flashesIkm2

). There are exceptions-such as Yankee Rowe, Pilgrim, 
and Vennont Yankee-which, though located in a low flash density zone (2 flashesIkm2

), have 
experienced multiple lightning-induced events. The report attributes that situation to less than adequate 
design or installation of lightning protection equipment in those plants. The LER data indicate that the 
peak lightning-related events occur in June and July, is the months when thunderstonns prevail. Winter 
months have the fewest lightnl1~Q"-n'1~ted events, with only one occurrence in December. 

Offsite power systems are the ones most affected by lightning-induced events (47%). Seven (24%) of the 
offsite power events led to a reactor trip. Six events led to inadvertent EDG startup. With one or two 
exceptions, most of the loss of offsite power was localized to the plant switchyard (i.e., a lightning strike 
in the switchyard led to failure). 
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Events related to safety-related instrumentation accounted for about 15% of the total. Typical were blown 
fuses and inadvertent activation of systems such as tripping of control rod drive systems. The reactor 
tripped in 67% of the safety-related instrumentation events. Note that the lightning transients crossed 
multiple channels of safety-related systems; however, the failures were fail-safe. A case oflightning 
striking containment resulted in voltage transients that failed four power supplies and actual damage to 
numerous instruments. 

Events affecting meteorological, weather, and environmental systems account for 19% of the total events; 
events affecting radiation, gas, and effluent flow monitors, 11%; and events affecting air intake tunnel 
halon systems, 8%. 

2.2.3 NRC Information Notice 85-86 , 

Information Notice 85-86, Lightning Strikes at Nuclear Power Generating Stations [10), wasissued in 
1986 for all nucl,..ar power reactor facilities holding a license or construction permit. The purpose is to 
aIel Lrecipients 1:0 pvtt:I1Lla11y significant problems of reactor trips and instrumentation damage caused by 
lightning strikes. No actions are required regarding the notice. The notice concentrates on the effects of 
lightning-induced surges on solid-state circuitry and summarizes lightning events at five operating plants: 
Zion units 1 and 2, Salem unit 1, Kewaunee, Byron unit 1, and Arkansas unit 2. 

Zion 
Lightning transients damaged safety-related systems and induced transients in the low-voltage power 
supplies that resulted in control rod drops. Corrective actions were taken on the affected systems, yet 
reactor trips still have occurred for other, as-yet-uncorrected systems. 

Salem 
A lightning strike entered containment penetration and damaged pressure transmitters. Reactor trip 
occurred. 

Kewaunee 
An electrical storm resulted in the loss of two of four instrument buses, causing spurious safety injection 
and blown fuses. 

Byron 
Lightning strike to containment caused a reactor trip due to transient voltages in instrument and control 
cabling. Failure of four containment power supplies, including a redundant pair, resulted in partial control 
rod drop. Thirty plant instruments were damaged. Deficiencies in containment penetration were a 
common denominator in the incident. 

Arkansas 
A lightning strike induced a spurious signal in core protection system channels, resulting in a trip from 
departure-from-nucleate-boiling ratio. No equipment damage was reported. 

2.3 Indu~trv Reports 

2.3.1 Nuclear Safety Analysis Center Report 41 

Nuclear Safety Analysis Center Report (NSAC) 41, Lightning Problems and Protection at Nuclear Power 
Plants [II), reviews lightning protection features at four example nuclear power plants. (plant identities 
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were not revealed.) The goal ofthe NSAC project was to assess the effectiveness of existing lightning 
protection (up to 1981). NFPA 78-1975 (now superseded by NFPA 780) was used as the evaluation basis. 
Adherence to the NFPA code is not an explicit licensing requirement ofnuclear plants; however, it is a 
widely accepted standard for lightning protection. That is why the investigators constructed a check sheet 
based on the NFPA document. 

The review showed that two plants have higher levels of lightning protection than the others. Neither of 
these plants reported lightning-caused events. The two plants with less lightning protection experienced 
significant lightning-caused upsets and damage. This comparison strongly suggests that high-quality 
LPSs lower the risk oflightning-caused problems. 

The two plants that had no lightning-related damage were newer plants with relatively high levels of 
lightning protection. They are located in high thunderstorm-day zones. The two plants that experienced 
damage had less lightning protection and are located in lower thunderstonn-day zones. In all four cases, 
there were identifiable improvements that could be made to the LPSs. It should be noted that the 
evaluation period was short (only a few years); over the last 20 years, it is conceivable that all four of the 
pl~ts have reported lightning-related events. The anonymity of the plants prevents further evaluation 
over an extended time frame. 

The report concedes that nuclear power plants pose unique problems in protection from lightning because 
ofthe existence of sensitive instrumentation. Unfortunately, these problems were outside the scope ofthe 
study and not covered in the report. The report's scope specifically covers lightning protection required to 
prevent lightning currents from entering the plant. 

Two lightning-related events at about the period that the project was under way were highlighted: 

•� At one nuclear power plant in June 1980, lightning hit in the vicinity ofthe south penetratIOn mea 
of the containment building and caused a severe transient on seven mainsteam pressure 
transmitters. Two ofthe transmitters failed, which ultimately resulted in a reactor trip and safety 
injection. 

In August 1980, an instrument bus and two inverters were lost during an electrical storm at a 
nuclear plant. The reactor tripped, and automatic safety injection and containment isolation were 
initiated. 

According to the investigators, NSAC's files on LERs dating from 1978 to 1980 and on Nuclear Power 
Experience files dating back to 1973 revealed numerous examples of lightning-caused events: 

•� Numerous generator trips. 
•� Loss ofoff-site power and 120-Vac vital buses, reactor trips.� 

Spurious mainsteam line isolation and a safety injection.� 
•� Incapacitated annunciators and transformers. 

Initiation of high-pressure coolant injection and reactor core isolation cooling and trip of startup 
and emergency feedwater pumps. 
Loss of a diesel generator transformer. 

2.3.1.1 Plant A 

Survey 
Plant A generally conforms to NFPA standard with some exceptions. Ground conductors have multiple 
bends that are below the minimum recommended diameter and have angles of greater than 90°. Ground 
conductors are close to other conductive components to which they could flash over. In some places, the 
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ground conductors were left unconnected (dead-ends). Several essential structures are not protected from 
lightning, including the control building and the diesel generator building. 

Events 
None 

2.3.1.2 Plant B 

Survey 
Plant B compares favorably with the NFPA code with some exceptions, such as improper location of 
ground cable runs, insufficient number ofdown-conductors, and lack of ground bonding on some vents 
and structures. The diesel generator building is not protected and is outside the cone ofprotection ofthe 
turbine building LPS. Cable trays for outdoor runs of 24-kV, 3-phase power are not grounded. These trays 
provide an opportunity for damaging lightning current to arc over and propagate through the medium
voltage system of the plant. 

Events 
None 

2.3.1.3 Plant C 

Survey 
Plant C was determined to have a high level of lightning protection; however, the plant was designed 
before the publication ofNFPA 78-1975. The ground grid was measured using a three-probe method and 
found to be 0.2 ohms. Here is a summary of the deficiencies: 
•� Less than recommended number of containment down-conductors, and those are not prnperly bonded 

to the LPS. 
•� Protruding piping not bonded to LPS. 
•� An insufficient number of air terminals. 
•� Several unprotected buildings: auxiliary building, diesel generator building, fire protection pump 

house. 
•� Unprotected communication system cabling and equipment. 

Events 
1977 
Lightning struck the containment mast. GPR caused failure of steam line pressure transmitters. The 
lightning mast was connected to the ground grid in such a way that other parts ofthe ground loop could 
momentarily rise, subjecting other solid-state transducers to GPR. 

1980 
A lightning stroke penetrated the zone of direct strike protection ofthe containment structure LPS. The 
stroke hit mainsteam line vent pipes, which project above the roof, and the surge was carried into the 
building via piping connections. Safety injections were spuriously initiated. Numerous pressure 
transmitters and other analog electronics components failed or received spurious signals, causing 
incorrect actions to be taken. Both arc-over and GPR are believed to be w::-l:;:ni::ms for propagation of 
the transient currents. No local, component-level surge protection was installed. 
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2.3.1.4 Plant D 

Survey 
LPSs were present at the plant, but improvements could be made. Several air terminals were broken or in 
poor condition. Many pipes, vents, and conductors are not well bonded to down-eonductors, and down
conductors have tight radii and acute bend angles. Some of the conductors pass through areas that provide 
arc-over and current induction paths. Some buildings are not protected, such as the auxiliary building and 
the diesel generator area in the administration building. The plant grounding system appears designed to 
focus lightning currents so as to exacerbate GPR rather than dissipating the lightning current away from 
plant structures. 

Events 
1979 
During refueling, a nearby lightning storm produced a transient that failed three inverters by opening 
circuit breakers and blowing 120-V fuses. No direct strike was reported. 

No Date Given 
During an electrical stonn, the plant lost an instrument bus and two inverters. The reactor tripped and 
safety injection and containment isolation were initiated. Off-site power was never lost to the plant. It was 
believed that a high-voltage spike propagated through the instrument bus inverter to reactor safety 
instrumentation and resulted in the two out of four coincidences required for reactor trip. 

2.3.2 Reports on World Wide Web 

Rivne, Ukraine, August 2000� 
"Nuclear reactor shuts down after lightning strike"� 

from http://www.ananova.comlnewslstory/sm_39104.html 

A reactor at Ukraine's Rivne nuclear power plant automatically shut down after it was struck by 
lightning. Safety systems at the plant took reactor No 3 off-line after the lighting strike damaged 
electricity transformers, said the state Energoatom company. 

There were no reports of radiation leaks. Currently, nine out of 14 nuclear reactors at Ukraine's 
five atomic power plants are working and produce about 40% of the country's electricity output. 

Leningrad, Russia, June 19, 2000� 
"Leningrad NPP: a power unit gone down as a result ofa lightning stroke"� 

from http://www.nuclear.ru/news_e/240700.htm 

On June 19th of 2000, at 01.17 p.m. as a result ofa lightning stroke in a phase A 330 kVbus 
arrangement of the NPP power line, the insulation was damaged. 

In consequence of the strike the power unit transformer TG-2 shut off and the power unit capacity 
level reduced 50 %, automatically. There are no irregularities detected as to the transient 
conditions. The radiation background stays normal. 

After checking the insulation the technological systems the 2nd turbogenerator was put back into 
operation. On July 20th at 9.50 a.m. the I st power unit has reached the rated power level. 
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Ginna Unit #1, June 30, 1995 

from http://sess.ornl.gov/ScssScripts/Results/resLERDetl.efm?lernmbr=24495006 

POWER LEVEL-097%. On June 30, 1995, at approximately 1528 EDST, with the reactor at 
approximately 97% steady state power, power from Circuit 751 (34.5 KV offsite power source) 
was lost, due to a lightning strike on an offsite utility pole for Circuit 751. This resulted in 
deenergization of4160 Volt bus l2A and 'A' train 480 Volt safeguards buses 14 and 18. The 'A' 
Emergency Diesel Generator (D/G) automatically started and reenergized buses 14 and 18 as per 
design. There was no change in reactor power or turbine load. Inunediate corrective action was to 
perform the appropriate actions ofAbnormal Procedure AP-ELEC.1 (Loss of 12A And/Or 12B 
Buss.es) to stabilize the plant and to verify that the 'A' Emergency D/G had started and 
reenergized buses 14 and 18. This event is NUREG-1022 Cause Code (C). Corrective action to 
prevent recurrence is outlined in Section V.B. 

Nine Mile Point Unit #1, August 31,1993 
from http://sess.ornl.gov/ScssScripts/ResultslresLERDetl.efm?lernmbr=22093007 

POWER LEVbL-I00%. On Augu;;t 31, 19Y3 at 14:33 hours (during a severe thunderstorm), 
with the mode switch in 'RUN,' reactor power at 97.8 percent thermal and station service power 
being supplied from the main turbine generator, Nine Mile Point Unit 1 (NMP1) experienced a 
momentary Loss ofOffsite Power (LOOP) that resulted in the automatic start ofEmergency 
Diesel Generators (EDG) 102 and 103. The LOOP resulted in the de-energization of Power Board 
(PB) 101, which caused the subsequent loss of Reactor Recirculation Pump (RRP) #13. The loss 
ofRRP #13 reduced reactor power to approximately 87 percent thermal. An Unusual Event was 
declared per Emergency Plan Procedure EPP-O1. The cause ofthe event was two concurrent 
lightning strikes on both 115k:v lines, line #1 at NMPI and line #3 at Lighthouse Hill. The 
immediate corrective action was to enter Special Operating Procedure N1-S0P-5, 'Loss of l15k:v,' 
verify auto start of EDGs, stabilize plant electrical loads according to procedure, and contact Relay 
and COntIl)! Personnei to analyze the event and record relay flags received. The Loss ofOffsite 
Power was corrected approximately 12 seconds into the event when breaker R30 auto re-closed re
energizing line #3. 

Salem Unit #1, June 16, 1991 
from http://scss.ornl.gov/ScssSeripts/Results/resLERDetl.efm?lernmbr=27291024 

POWER LEVEL-100%. On 6/16/91, at 1940 hrs, during normal full power operation, Salem 
Unit 1 experienced a reactor trip/turbine trip. The first out overhead annunciation was '4kV group 
bus undervoltage'. At the time of the event a severe thunderstorm was in progress. Investigation 
revealed that lightning had struck in the vicinity ofthe Phase B generator step-up (GSU) 
transformer (EL). Evidence ofthe lightning strike included carbonization of the high voltage 
bushing, damage to the corona rings and lightning arrestor and eyewitness accounts. The root 
cause of the reactor trip event is attributed to an act of nature; i.e., a lightning strike in the vicinity 
of the PhaseB GSU transformer, resulted in a 4kV group bus undervoltage and subsequent reactor 
trip. Lightning protection was assessed by engineering and found to be appropriate. The damage to 
the Phase B GSU transformer was repaired. Subsequently, on 6/24/91, Unit 1 was returned to 
service. Also as a result of the lightning strike, 500 kV breaker flashover protection was initiated 
due to sufficient current through the transformer neutral. This resulted in the loss of the No.2 
station power transformer and subsequent de-energization of the IF and 1G group busses. An 
engineering review ha~ :-,,;;;-1 i...iltiated to prevent flashover protection actuation from a coasting 
generator. 
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2.4 Summary of Operating Experiences 

The review ofLERs over the period 1980-2003 revealed a total of240 lightning-related events. These 
events included the loss ofoffsite power sources, actuation of control rods, loss of fIre 
suppression/protection equipment, damage to meteorological equipment, and damage to instrumentation 
equipment (e.g., transmitters, RTDs, etc.). The consequences ofthe events include the loss ofsafety
related functions, outbreaks offIre, and reactor trips. 

Special Inspection Report 50-29/91-09 indicates that the effects ofthe lightning strike at Yankee Rowe 
could have been reduced by better protection in the switchyard. Because the switchyard had no overhead 
static shield conductor, it could be concluded that the lightning strike attained a maximum rate ofrise in 
current and hence transient voltages. The lightning arrestors (including the one that shattered and burned) 
may have had less energy to bypass with overhead protection. As far as the analysis ofthe ORNL staff 
could detennine, there was no service entrance protection, nor were internal power distribution buses 
protected by surge arrestors. Internal protection could have prevented overvoltage effects such as blown 
fuses, tripped breakers, and disrupted circuits such as the safety-related static inverters. Ifthe propagation 
vflightnllig-iJ"~'Jce;; ;laHsieu\.& had been limited, key systems may have remained in operation and the 
effort, time, and risk involved in subduing the situation greatly reduced. 

Engineering Evaluation Report AEODlE605 concludes that Midwestern and Eastern plants experience 
most of the lightning events. Also, there is a direct correlation between regional lighting strike density and 
the number of events experienced by a nuclear plant. Data from the short period of the NRC analysis 
suggest that the number of lightning-related events is relatively constant. Several plants in low-lightning
density zones experienced an unusually high number of events, suggesting that they must have had an 
inadequate level of lightning protection. One specifIc observation made in the report is that the sensitivity 
of signal-level-measurement systems makes them susceptible to spurious actuation during lightning 

Based on the results ofNSAC Report 41, it is apparent that protection of switchyard structures is the fIrst 
layer of defense against propagation of lightning surges into buildings and eventually into electronic 
systems and safety-related systems. It seems clear from the four examples given in the report that well
designed switchyard protection systems, which are also well maintained, provide better defense than the 
converse. Also, other plant structures must be grounded properly to prevent lightning penetration, and 
distribution-level power buses and signal-level lines internal to the plant must be protected against voltage 
transients. Other reports, like Information Notice 85-86 and those found on the World Wide Web, further 
confIrm that lightning strikes can cause signifIcant problems with reactor trips and instrumentation 
damage. 

The possible consequences ofa lightning strike are summarized and generalized in Fig. 7. Lightning 
induces transient currents and voltages that produce a direct primary effect on plant systems and 
components. As a result, systems and components respond by tripping protective relays, generating 
inappropriate responses from spurious signals, component failures, and fIre. Ultimately, a signifIcant 
action evolves, such as reactor trip, spurious safety actuation, blockage of safety actuation, or loss of fIre 
protection. The conclusion that can be drawn from all of the operating experiences cited is that clear 
guidance that is specifIc to nuclear power plants can improve consistency in the design and 
imjJltal1entation of lightning protection systems and potentially reduce the occurrence of lightning induced 
events. 
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Figure 7. Potential effects of a lightning transient on nuclear power plant systems. 
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3. KEY ISSUES OF LIGHTNING PROTECTION� 

Operating experiences in NPPs shows that all critical facilities should have a well-designed, well
installed, and well-maintained LPS. Traditionally, LPSs are construed as referring to an external system 
consisting ofair termination (lightning rods), down-conductors, and an earth grounding system. 
Additionally, facilities containing electronic equipment require an internal grounding system that 
addresses cable routing and bonding to the earth grid at key locations. 

The best known source of information about LPS design guidelines in use today is NFPA 780-2001, 
Standardfor the Installation ofLightning Protection Systems [4]. It is the foundation document for 
protecting facilities from direct lightning strikes. Almost all lightning protection guidance standards 
reference NFPA 780. However, while NFPA 780 gives good guidance and philosophies on lightning 
protection, it has a disclaimer concerning electric power generation facilities: 

Electric generating facilities whose primary purpose is to generate electric power are excluded 
from this standard with regard to generation, transmission, and distribution ofpower. Most 
electrical utilities have standards covering the protectioll oftheil J'...diiLi"., andi:-'fuipmem. 
Installations not directly related to those areas and structures housing such installations can be 
protected against lightning by the provisions of this standard. 

A good source of information about LPS installation practices is Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 96A
2001, Installation Requirementsfor Lightning Protection Systems [12]. UL 96A contains the 
requirements that cover the installation ofLPSs on all types of structures other than structures used for the 
production, handling, or storage of ammunition, explosives, flammable liquids or gases, and explosive 
ingredients. This standard applies only to LPSs that are complete and cover all parts of the structure. 
Partial systems are not covered. UL 96A provides good guidance, but like NFPA 780, it has a disclaimer 
for electrical generating systems: 

These requirements do not cover the installation of lightning protection systems for electrical 
generating, distribution, or transmission systems. 

Thus while the concepts of these two standards can be adopted, NFPA 780 and UL 96A themselves 
cannot be endorsed as primary guidance for NPPs. They can, however, be used as guides to ensure all of 
the key elements of lightning protection are covered in endorsing other standards. 

3.1 Review of ANSIINFPA 780-2001 

NFPA 780-2001 is a revision ofNFPA 780-1997, are-designation of the popular ANSIJNFPA 78-1989. 
The standard specifies LPS installation requirements for (a) ordinary structures, (b) miscellaneous 
structures and special occupancy structures, (c) heavy-duty stacks, (d) watercraft, and (e) structures 
containing flammable vapors, flammable gases, or liquids that can give off flammable vapors. The 
purpose ofNFPA 780 is to safeguard persons and property from lightning. 

The basic lightning protection guidance from NFPA 780 is given in Chapter 3, entitled "Protection for 
Ordinary Structures." Chapters 4 through 6 cover special structures that may also be part ofsome power 
plants. Chapter 7 covers the lightning protection ofwatercraft. The foll(\';;;;'~;1 i"1bsections cover the details 
of Chapters 3 through 6 in NFPA 780. 
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3.1.1 Zones of Protection 

Based on the physics of a lightning stroke, a zone ofprotection is established surrounding any tennination 
device that is equipped to handle a lightning stroke. A rolling-sphere model or a straight-line 
approximation thereof can be used to determine whether or not shorter structures in the vicinity oftaller 
structures are inherently protected. For ordinary structures, NFPA 780 recommends that a rolling sphere 
with a diameter of 150 ft be used in conjunction with a model ofthe profile ofthe buildings to determine 
strike termination device placement. 

3.1.2 Strike Termination Devices 

Buildings that are not metal clad require arrays of strike termination devices (often called air terminals or 
lightning rods). NFPA 780 gives specific guidelines on the material requirements and air terminal 
placements for "ordinary" structures. The locations and quantities ofthe air terminals are dependent on 
the roof geometry, as well as the relative height, ofnearby structures. There are specific guidelines that 
take into account the slope ofthe roof and me complt:xHle~of chimneys, uormers, and other roofline 
considerations. 

3.1.3 Down-Conductors 

Once the locations of strike termination devices have been determined, the system of down-conductors 
must be planned. Down-conductors (consisting ofmain conductors, roof conductors, cross-run 
conductors, and down-conductors) connect the base ofthe air terminal to the ground terminals. These 
conductors typically extend from the top of the roof to the base of the structure as one continuous wire. 
However, the outer shells of metal buildings and tanks can be utilized as strike termination devices and/or 
down-conductors if certain bonding requirements are maintained. 

The guiding principles behind the geometry of down-conductors include satisfying the following 
conditions: 
• two paths to ground for every strike termination device; 
• paths always traveling downward or horizontally toward the ground terminal; and· 
• avoidance of sharp bends. 

Section 3.9 gives details and qualifications for implementing these principles. 

3.1.4 Ground Terminals 

The down-conductors of the LPS must terminate at a dedicated groundingrod. Although the LPS 
grounding electrode (ground rod) is required to be bonded to the other grounding systems ofthe facility's 
earthing grid, a dedicated ground rod is still required. The spacing of the ground rods is dependent on 
both accommodating the geometry of the air terminals and achieving sufficiently low grid impedance. 
The latter issue is affected greatly by the soil type. Various soil types require significantly different 
ground rod geometries. Section 3.13 discusses general guidelines for ground rod geometries based on 
generalized assumptions about soil type. A n:f:r..cd application of the principles can be achieved by 
following the guidance and referenced materials in IEEE Std 665-1995, IEEE Guide/or Generating 
Station Grounding [13]. 
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3.1.5 Special Structures 

Chapters 3 through 6 ofNFPA 780 include guidance on the lightning protection ofvarious "special" 
structures. Several of these are especially pertinent to NPPs. Tall, slender structures such as masts and 
flagpoles need only a single strike termination device, down-conductor, and ground terminal. Metal 
towers and tanks designed to be able to absorb lightning strokes without damage require only bonding to 
ground terminals. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the protection ofheavy-duty stacks, which are defined as 
smoke or vent stacks having a flue cross-section greater than 500 in.2 (0.3 m2

) and a height greater than 
75 ft (23 m). Special material and conductor interconnections are established for these stacks. Chapter 6 
covers the protection of structures containing flammable vapors, flammable gases, and liquids that can 
give off flammable vapors. Some of the key concerns in this case are eliminating potential spark gaps and 
preventing the accumulation of flammable mixtures. Chapter 6 further stipulates a more stringent 100-ft 
rolling sphere model to achieve a closer spacing of strike termination devices and conductors. 

3.2 Review of UL 96A 

UL 96A C.u~ ...iS the; installation ,,,-. ·'\!.lplelt; LPSs, i.i.lduding airtermmals, down-conductors, and 
grounding systems. Guidance for the proper placement and spacing ofair terminals on all types of 
structures is given in Section 8, consistent with the 150-ft rolling sphere defmition ofthe zone of 
protection. Down-conductor installation is covered in Section 9, and the installation ofgrounding systems 
for a variety of conditions is covered in Section 10. Choice of fittings and use of incompatible materials 
are discussed in Sections 12 and 7, respectively. Grounding and surge protection for antennas and service 
entrances are addressed very briefly in Section 13. 

Several additional topics might also be of interest to NPP installations. For steel buildings, it is stated that 
"the structural steelframework ofa building is notprohibitedfrom being utilized as the main conductor 
ofa lightntngprotcetivl. ;,ystem if if is electrically continuous or is made so. " Guidance is provided in 
Section 15 for ground connections to the steel columns and for the connections to air terminals. In 
addition, the protection ofheavy-duty stacks is covered in Section 16. Testing and maintenance of 
lightning protection systems is not addressed. 

3.3 Guiding Principles of Lightning Protection 

The key guiding principles to lightning protection are the following: 

1.� If it is metal and is not intended to carry current, ground it. 
2.� If it is metal and is intended to carry current, 

a.� if it is outside a building, protect it with taller grounded structures; 
b.� if it is inside a building, surge-protect it. 

3.� If it is a sensitive electronic circuit, build it to withstand whatever gets past the above-mentioned 
barriers. 

To determine whether or not NPPs have sufficient protection against lightning, the seven issues listed in 
Table 4 should be addressed. An illustration of the key issues is shown in Fig. 8. These issues are a 
practical approach to meeting the four principles stated above. In Section 5, this list of issues is expanded 
into a checklist, and the lSSUt;;S are discussed at length. 
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Table 4. Key lightning protection issues 

Issue Focus 

1 Overall grounding plan 

2 Quality of lightning protection system (LPS) 

3 Quality of filtering and grounding ofconductors that 
egress LPS 

4 Cable routing within the facility 

5 Correct selection and placement ofsurge protection 
devices throughout the facility 

6 Grounding of the instrumentation and control 
components 

7 Protection of equipment from electromagnetic surges 

Lightning Protecti on 
of Strocture s 

SPDs InternalGrounding 

Figure 8. Issues for lightning protection in generating stations. 
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4. REVIEW OF APPLICABLE STANDARDS 

4.1 Applicable Standards for Lightning Protection 

A list of 18 standards found to be most applicable to lightning protection for NPPs is given in Table 5. 
Four of the standards are considered key and, taken together, cover the basics of lightning protection in 
power generation stations. These standards cover external grounding grids and lightning protection 
(IEEE Std 665), grounding for both low-voltage and medium-voltage power systems (IEEE Std 666), 
internal equipment grounds (IEEE Std 1050), and the proper selection and use of surge protection devices 
(SPDs) (IEEE Std C62.23). In addition to these standards, the other 13 standards are frequently referenced 
by them and help to clarify key concerns. 

Table 5. The 18 standards judged most applicable to lightning protection for nuclear power plants 

Standard number� Standard title -_. -- --, ,.- ."_. - 
. IEEE Std 80-2000 IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding (ANSI) 

IEEE Std 81-1983� IEEE Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth� 
Surface Potentials ofa Ground System (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std 81.2-1991� IEEE Guide for Measurement ofImpedance and Safety Characteristics of� 
Large, Extended or Interconnected Grounding Systems� 

IEEE Std 142-1991� IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and Commercial� 
Power Systems (IEEE Green Book)� 

IEEE Std 367-1987� IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining the Electric Power Station� 
Ground Potential Rise and Induced Voltage from a Power Fault (ANSI)� 

..•

IEEE Std 487-2000 IEEE Recommended Practice for the Protection of Wire-Line� 
Communication Facilities Serving Electric Power Stations (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std 665-1995 (reaff. 2001) IEEE Guide for Generating Station Grounding� 

IEEE Std 666-1991 IEEE Design Guide for Electrical Power Service Systems for Generating� 
Stations� 

IEEE Std 1050-1996 IEEE Guide for Instrumentation and Control Equipment Grounding in� 
Generating Stations (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std 1100-1999 IEEE Recommended Practice for Powering and Grounding Sensitive� 
Electronic Equipment (IEEE Emerald Book) [ANSI}� 

IEEE Std C37.101-1993 IEEE Guide for Generator Ground Protection (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C57.13.3-1983 IEEE Guide for the Grounding of Instrument Transfonner Secondary� 
Circuits and Cases (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C62.23-1995 IEEE Application Guide for Surge Protection ofElectric Generating Plants� 

IEEE Std C62.92.1-2000 IEEE Guide for the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical Utility� 
Systems, Part I-Introduction (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C62.92.2-1989 IEEE Guide for the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical Utility� 
Systems, Part II-Grounding of Synchronous Generator Systems (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C62.92.3-1993 IEEE Guide for the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical Utility� 
Systems, Part Ill-Generator Auxiliary Systems (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C62.41-1991 (R199S) IEEE Recommended Practice on Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage AC� 
Power Circuits (ANSI)� 

IEEE Std C62.45-1992 IEEE Guide on Surge Testing for Equipment Connected to Low-Voltage� 
AC Power Circuits (ANSI)� 
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IEEE Std 62.23 was specifically developed to address the need for surge protection in NPPs, so the 
applicability ofthe standard is fully assured. It is noteworthy that the working group that developed this 
particular guide decided that "this guide should not only cover nuclear powerplants but that the method 
ofsurge protection is applicable to nuclear as well as all electric generating plants, and that no special 
differentiation should be made. "Similarly, IEEE Std 665 was developed to address the grounding 
requirements ofelectric generating stations, and IEEE Std 1050 was developed to provide grounding 
methods for I&C grounding in generating stations. IEEE Std 666 was developed to address neutral 
grounding and the grounding of generating station auxiliaries. The only question that need be asked is 
whether nuclear plants were included in the definition of "generating station" during the development of 
these standards, and if not, whether any special differentiation should be made between the grounding 
requirements in nuclear plants and all other electric generating plants. Given the precedent set in this 
regard by the working group for Std 62.23, this might not be cause for concern. Unless otherwise noted, it 
will be assumed that industry standards developed to meet the needs and requirements ofgenerating 
plants are equally applicable to nuclear plants, and that no special differentiation should be made. Note 
that generally speaking, terms such as "electric gen""'ating ~t'l~io"1" G~m r:,,:-~rly)..,e interpreted as 
including the nuclear variety, unless specifically noted to the contrary. 

The diagram in Fig. 9 shows the interdependencies of the various standards related to lightning protection 
and supports the selection of the four primary standards recommended for endorsement. In the diagram, 
each standard is connected to the standards that it references as regards grounding or lightning protection. 
The standards listed in Table 5 are all discussed in detail in the following subsections; the primary 
standards are discussed first and then the secondary standards. 

Figure. 9. Diagram showing the interdependencies of the standards applicable to lightning 
protection at nuclear power plants. 
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4.2 IEEE Std 665-1995 (R2001), IEEE Guide/or Generating Station Grounding 

4.2.1 Overview 

IEEE Std 665-1995 (R200l) [13] identifies grounding practices that have generally been accepted by the 
electric utility industry as contributing to effective grounding systems for personnel safety and equipment 
protection in generating stations. The standard also provides a guide for the design ofgenerating station 
grounding systems and for grounding practices applied to generating station indoor and outdoor structures 
and equipment, including the interconnection ofthe station and substation grounding systems. Section 5.6 
specifically addresses lightning protection for generating station structures. 

IEEE Std 665 draws from other IEEE standards and NFPA 780 for implementation details. It provides a 
good overview of the steps that need to be taken to protect personnel and equipment from harmful levels 
of electrical energy, whether from lightning or other abnormal conditions. While the standard specifically 
states that it covers direct e rfC:~3 ~f lightnillg, it dcc~ ~_ot ;0 -/er L'1dire;;,;t effects ;such as the 
electromagnetic emanations from lightning strokes; these are covered by IEEE Std 1050-1996. 

IEEE Std 665 comprises six sections plus appendices. Sections 4 and 5 cover the key issues relative to 
protecting personnel and equipment from harmful electrical potentials. Section 4 provides fundamental 
definitions and states the key design objectives of a proper grounding system. Section 5 gives the key 
technical guidance for grounding, including detailed design requirements. Each ofthese sections is 
discussed in the following paragraphs, with emphasis given to the sections pertinent to lightning 
protection. 

4.2.2 Grounding Principles (S!'cHon 51.) 

Section 5.1 of IEEE Std 665 lists the key principles ofgrounding. In general, they stipulate that all non
current-carrying conductive materials should be grounded. These principles further stipulate that all 
ground systems should be sized to handle the expected ground fault currents, not including switching 
devices, and be mechanically sound. 

4.2.3 Ground Grid Design (Section 5.2) 

The guidance for the proper design of a ground grid given in Section 5.2 is based on the concepts of 
Std 80-2000. As noted in IEEE Std 80, generating stations generally cover a larger area and have more 
buried structures than do substations and are located near a large reservoir ofwater. All ofthese features 
mean that generating stations typically have a lower overall grid resistance than do substations. IEEE 
Std 665 assumes that concrete floor systems within buildings will have a mesh ofrebar that is tied to 
building steel. This mesh ofmetal bars will fortuitously act as a ground grid within buildings; therefore, 
IEEE Std 665 concentrates on the ground grid structures outside ofbuildings. 

The first step in proper design of a ground grid is to determine the soil resistivity. Ifthe maximum and 
minimum resistivity measurements fall within 30% of each other, the uniform resistivity assumptions of 
IEEE Std 80 are adequate. If there are more variations, then more refined calculations may be necessary. 

The next step is to determine the total area covered by the grid. This area should be maximized. In order 
to use the calculations in IEEE Std 80, the largest rectangular area that fits within the actual boundaries of 
the facility should be chosen. 
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Finally, the expected ground fault currents are estimated. Using the soil resistivity, the grid size, and 
ground fault current estimates, the mesh size and conductor size of the grid conductors and ground rods 
are determined. 

4.2.4 Grounding of Main Generator Neutral (Section 5.3) 

Section 5.3 covers the various methods ofgrounding the neutral conductor of the main generator. The 
types and sizes of grounding conductors utilized for neutral grounding are based on the possibility of 
large fault currents rather than on the possibility of direct lightning strokes. 

4.2.5 Grounding of Buildings, Fences, and Structures (Section 5.4) 

Section 5.4 covers the grounding ofmetallic structures that are not intended to conduct current but are 
exposed to possible lightning strikes, buildup of static electricity, or accidental contact with voltage 
service conductors. It stipulates that all buildings, fences, and ancillary structures within the station 
groundiIlg area be grounded 1(; the m"in ~d. The guidelines described in this section should be followed 

···for all metal structures within the· overall station grounding area. 

In Section 5.5.6, the issue of conflicting grounding requirements is mentioned briefly as it concerns 
single-point grounding designs for control systems. This section notes that a situation may arise in which 
a person simultaneously touching a "control ground" and a panel enclosure could be exposed to a 
significant touch voltage. With this qualification, IEEE Std 1050 is deemed the proper source for 
grounding protection and control equipment. 

4.2.6 Grounding of Generating Station Auxiliaries (Section 5.5) 

Section 5.5 is similar to Section 5.3 in that it covers grounding ofconductors primarily on the basis of 
their proximity to and possible contact with high-voltage conductors rather than on the basis ofpossible 
exposure to lightning strikes. 

4.2.7 Lightning Protection for Generating Station Structures (Section 5.6) 

Subsection 5.6 covers lightning protection for generating station structures. The bulk ofthe details are� 
also contained in ANSI/NFPA 780. However, ANSIINFPA 780 states in three separate locations that it� 
shall not be used to cover requirements for generating stations. Therefore, IEEE Std 665 should be used� 
as the basis document for NPPs, with ANSIINFPA 780 used as a source of additional details.� 

This section states that IEEE Std 665 covers the direct effects of lightning and not the indirect effects. It� 
refers the reader to IEEE Std 1050 for guidance on protection against indirect effects.� 

This section gives an overview of the various building types, risk assessment, and the planning of an air� 
terminal lightning protection system. It also covers other methods ofprotection such as masts and� 
overhead ground wires. In the case that there is a substation proximate to the power station, the reader is� 
referred to IEEE Std 80 for proper grounding practices.� 

This section gives some details necessary for lightning protection but leaves the bulk of the guidance to� 
the referenced portions ofNFPA-780.� 
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4.2.8 Grounding of Buried Structures (Section 5.7) 

Buried metallic conductors within the grid area of the power plant connecting with areas outside the grid 
should be grounded to the grid so that they do not transfer the grid voltage to remote points. Section 5.7 
of the standard covers buried tanks, pipes, gas lines, and other structures. It discusses the effects that 
concrete has on the resistivity between grounding conductors and the earth. 

Note that the section on reinforcing steel (Sect. 5.7.4 ofIEEE Std 665) misquotes IEEE Std 142-1991. 
Section 5.7.4 quotes subclause 4.2.4 of IEEE Std 142 as saying that "concrete below ground level is a 
semiconducting medium of about 30 O-cm resistivity." However, the proper section number is 4.2.3, and 
the resistivity of concrete under the stated conditions should be listed as about 3000 O-cm. 

4.2.9 Sizing of Grounding Conductors (Section 5.8) 

Section 5.8 mandates using the worst-case (largest) expected ground-fault current to size conductors. 
AI"}itl<_':laH~>, (he conuuctor materials are to be selected to minimize corrosion and tonandle the 
mechanical and thermal stresses. 

4.2.10 References to Other Standards 

IEEE Std 665 references 12 ofthe applicable standards listed in Table 5 to supply additional information on 
specific topics. The referenced standards are: 80, 81, 81.2, 142,487,666, 1050, 1100, C37.l01, C62.92, 
C62.92.2, and C62.92.3. In the following listings the referenced secondary standard is listed first, followed 
by the location where the reference appears in IEEE Std 665, and then followed by the context in which the 
reference is made. 

IEEE Std 80� Section 4.3: Preventing the transfer ofhigh ground voltage into the station via pipes, 
cable, ground wire. 
Section 5.2.1: General guidance on the design ofground grid systems. 
Section 5.2.2: Differences between ground grid design for generating stations and 
substations. 
Section 5.2.3: Regarding the simplified design equations that assume uniform soil 
resistivity. 
Section 5.2.5.3: Regarding the calculation of ground grid resistance. 
Section 5.2.9.1: Calculations of coefficients used in estimating touch voltages and 
step voltages. 
Section 5.4.5: Guidance in isolating metallic perimeter fences. 
Section 5.6.7.4: Grounding of structures in the substation area. 
Section 5.8.3: Estimating ground fault currents. 

IEEE Std 142� Section 4.1: Recommendations on neutral grounding. 
Section 5.5.2: Different possibilities for neutral grounding ofstation auxiliaries. 
Section 5.7.4: Regarding the use of steel reinforcing bars in concrete foundations for 
grounding electrodes. 

IEEE Std 487 Section 5.7.6: Protection of communications cables entering generating stations. 
IEEE Std 666 Section 4.1: Recommendations on neutral grounding. 

Section 5.5.2: Different possibilities for neutral grounding ofstation auxiliaries. 
IEEE Std 1050� Section 5.5.6: Protection and controls relating to the grounding ofgenerating station 

auxiliaries. 
Section 5.6.1: Guidance on dealing with the indirect effects of lightning. 
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IEEE Std 1100 Section 5.5.6: Additional discussion on how to provide a "clean" single point 
ground for control systems. 

IEEE Std C37.101 Section 5.3.1: Eight methods ofgrounding the main generator neutral. 
IEEE Std C62.92 Section 4.1: Recommendations on neutral grounding. 

Section 5.3.1: Estimating overvohages that may occur on generator systems. 
Section 5.5.2: Different possibilities for neutral grounding of station auxiliaries. 

IEEE Std C62.92.2 Section 4.1: Recommendations on neutral grounding. 
Section 5.3.1: Guidance in selecting generator neutral grounding device ratings. 

IEEE Std C62.92.3 Section 4.1: Recommendations on neutral grounding. 
Section 5.5.2: Different possibilities for neutral grounding of station auxiliaries. 
Section 5.5.2: Historical record of station auxiliary system grounding. 

4.3 IEEE Std 666-1991, IEEE Design Guide for Electrical Power Service Systems for Generating 
Stations 

JEFF. ~tilI166-1 Q91 [14] is a design guide that applies to generating :71t;""1 st'r'ic~ sy~tems ·h ..tt ::ll;."; ~y 

electric power to auxiliary equipment. This design guide applies to all types ofgenerating stations that 
produce electric power and is particularly applicable to stations in which the electric power service system is 
required to perform continuously. Such a service system consists of a main auxiliary power distribution 
network that might supply many subsystems (including dc systems and Class IE power systems), much of 
which is "medium-voltage" equipment. In this standard, "medium-voltage" is defined as equipment with 
nominal 2.14, 4.16,6.9 or 13.8 kVratings. 

Regarding lightning protection issues, this standard addresses recommendations for neutral grounding and 
the grounding ofgenerating station auxiliaries. Grounding methods for both low-voltage (120-480 V) and 
medium voltage (2.4-13.8 kV) power service systems are covered. AlJ of Chapter 8 of IEEE Std 666 is 
dedicated to grounding issues, including standby generator grounding (Section 8.9), but specific grounding 
issues are addressed where relevant throughout the guide. Other lightning-related issues are covered as well. 
For the specification oftransformer electrical insulation, basic lightning impulse level insulation ratings are 
covered (in Section 9.6.6). Surge protection of transformers, switchgear, and motors is also covered, mostly 
in Chapters 9 and 11; much ofthe discussion largely parallels similar guidance on this same issue in IEEE 
Std C62.23. 

IEEE Std 666 references four of the applicable standards listed in Table 5 to supply additional information 
on specific topics. The referenced standards are: 80, 142, C57.13.3, and C62.92. In the following listings the 
referenced secondary standard is listed first, followed by the location where the reference appears in IEEE 
Std 666, and then followed by the context in which the reference is made. 

IEEE Std 80 Section 8.1: Grounding and bonding for personnel safety. 
Section 10.9.2: Protective grounding of switchgear, etc. 

IEEE Std 142 Section 7.3.1: Figure 7.5 is reprinted from Std 142. 
Section 8.1: Evaluation ofgrounding methods. 
Section 8.4: Terminology & definitions oflow and high grounding resistance. 
Section 8.4: Definitions regarding reactive grounding. 

IEEE Std C57.13.3 Section 9.6.14.1: Metering accuracy of current transform;;:.. U8CU. [or metering. 
IEEE Std C62.92 Section 8.1: Evaluation ofgrounding methods. 

Section 8.4: Terminology & defmitions of low and high grounding resistance. 
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4.4 IEEE Std 1050-1996, IEEE Guide for Instrumentation and Control Equipment Grounding in 
Generating Stations 

IEEE Std 1050-1996 [15], a revision of the 1989 version of the standard, provides information about 
grounding methods for generating station I&C equipment. This standard identifies grounding methods for 
I&C equipment to achieve both a suitable level ofprotection for personnel and equipment and suitable 
noise immunity for signal ground references in generating stations. Both ideal theoretical methods and 
accepted practices in the electric utility industry are presented. Since the standard covers grounding issues 
specific to the protection of I&C equipment, it has been endorsed by RG 1.180. 

IEEE Std 1050 references four of the applicable standards listed in Table 5 to supply additional information 
on specific topics. The referenced standards are: 142,665, 1100, and C57.13.3. In the following listings the 
referenced secondary standard is listed first, followed by the location where the reference appears in IEEE 
Std 1050, and then followed by the context in which the reference is made. 

IEEE Std 142 Section 5.1.3: Design requirements for equipment grounding for electrical safety. 
IEEE Std 665 Section 1.2: Statement tnat tilt: bUloe IS COlJl1"':'~!leni.ary to !EhE ~ld 665. 

Section 5.1.2: Regarding the four identifiable grounding systems tied into the 
ground grid ofa generating station. 
Section 5.1.3: Design requirements for equipment grounding for electrical safety. 
Section 5.2.6: Conduit and cable tray grounding. 

IEEE Std 1100 Section 5.1.3: Design requirements for equipment grounding for electrical safety. 
IEEE Std C57.13.3 Section 2: Listed as a reference. 

4.5 IEEE Std C62.23-1995, IEEE Application Guide for Surge Protection ofElectric Generating 
Plants 

IEEE Std C62.23-l995 [16] consolidates most electric utility standards and practices as they specifically 
pertain to the surge protection ofelectric power generating plants. The development of this guide was 
motivated in part by the need for an application guide for the surge protection ofnuclear electric generating 
plants. Surge protection is addressed from a generalized viewpoint, including all aspects ofthe plant. The 
standard considers that the over-voltage surges in power generating plants may be generated by lightning or 
by system events such as switching, faults, load rejections, or combinations of these. In this guide, the power 
generating plant is divided into four areas: the transmission lines, the switchyard, the power plant (including 
equipment, controls, and communication), and remote ancillary facilities. Within each ofthese areas, 
protection methods are considered for addressing five different types of sources: (1) direct lightning strokes, 
(2) incoming surges, (3) internally generated surges, (4) GPR, and (5) EM!. Ofthese five categories, only the 
third is not specifically lightning-related. 

The scope of this standard is very broad. For example, Chapter 4 on the protection of transmission lines 
includes protection from direct lightning strikes using overhead ground wires, tower footing resistance, 
counterpoise wires, surge arresters on transmission lines, protection of distribution lines from direct 
lightning strikes, switching surges, ferroresonance, and the selection of arrestors for distribution lines. 
Chapter 5 on the switchyard includes protection of switchyard equipment from direct lightning strikes 
using overhead wires or masts, protection from incoming surges on the transmission line, protection of 
directly connected switchyard equipment with surge arrestors, protection from internally generated 
switching surges, protection of control and communication circuits in the switchyard (from lightning, 
incoming surges, internally generated surges, GPR, and EMI); and the different methods used to address 
each of these latter issues, including cable shielding, routing, and grounding. The discussion of direct 
lightning stroke protection ofthe switchyard and transmission lines using overhead wires and masts is 
similar to the guidance provided by IEEE Std 665. 
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Surge protection of the power plant (Chapter 6) includes protection of equipment (both indoor and 
outdoor, including transformers, motors, switchgear, etc.) from direct lightning strikes, incoming surges, 
internally generated surges, and GPR. It also covers the protection ofcontrol and communication circuits 
from direct lightning strokes, incoming surges, internally generated surges, GPR, and EM!. The beneficial 
effects of shielding, grounding, routing of cables, and SPDs is addressed, as well as the protection of 
communication circuits and the shielding and grounding ofpower plant buildings. In comparison with 
these earlier chapters, Chapter 7 on remote ancillary facilities is relatively brief, dealing mostly with 
protection from direct lighting strikes and surges induced on underground cables. In order to efficiently 
and effectively cover all ofthese varied aspects of surge, transient, and lightning protection in nuclear 
power plants, IEEE Std C62.23 relies heavily on referencing other industry standards. 

IEEE Std C62.23 references seven of the applicable standards listed in Table 5 to supply additional 
information on specific topics. The referenced standards are: 142,367,487,665, 1050, C57.13.3, and 
C62.41. In the following listings the referenced secondary standard is listed first, followed by the location 
where the reference appears in IEEE Std C62.23, and then followed by the context in which the reference is 
made. 

IEEE Std 142 Section 5.3.3.1: Grounding of control and instrumentation circuits. 
IEEE Std367 Section 5.3.4: Predicting GPR and induced voltages in telecommunications circuits. 
IEEE Std487 Section 5.3.2.2: Fiber optic isolation of communication systems to provide 

transient!surge protection. 
Section 5.3.2.2: Silicon avalanche diode protection of twisted-pair communication 
systems. 
Section 5.3.3.1: Electrical protection from GPR, related to electric generating 
stations. 

IEEE Std 665 StlCiiOll 6.2. i .1. Guidance fOl protection of structures from direct lightning strokes. 
IEEE Std 1050 Section 5.3.5.1: Coupled and radiated EMI from lightning. 

Section 5.3.5.3: Damping oftransient oscillations associated with EM!. 
Section 5.3.5.5.3: Grounding of shielded cables used in the switchyard. 
Section 6.3.5.1: Coupled and radiated EMIfrom lightning. 
Section 6.3.5.3: Damping of transient oscillations associated with EM!. 

IEEE Std C57.13.3 Section 5.3.5.5.1: Grounding of shielded cable used in switchyards to reduce impact 
of EM!. 
Section 6.3.5.5.1: Grounding of shielded cable used in switchyards to reduce impact 
ofEM!. 

IEEE Std C62.41 Section 6.3.2.1: Characteristics of incoming voltage surges due to lightning. 

4.6 IEEE Std 80-2000, IEEE Guidefor Safety in A C Substation Grounding 

While the scope ofIEEE Std 80-2000 [17] is limited to the grounding of ac substations, it provides� 
thorough guidance on the design ofgrounding grids and electrodes appropriate for power generation� 
facilities.� 

In particular, Section 9 defines the terms and concepts that are key to a good grounding system.� 
Section 10 details the conductor matenal and connector types that are necessary for reducing impedances,� 
as well as retarding corrosion. Sections 12-14 detail the methods ofmodeling and measuring the soil� 
characteristics. Sections 16 and 18 deal with design geometries and construction methods necessary to� 
properly implement the grounding system. Finally, Section 19 gives guidance on conducting� 
measurements and field surveys to verify that the grounding system has been adequately implemented.� 
Endorsement of this standard is implied by endorsement of IEEE Std 665.� 
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4.7 IEEE Std 81-1983, IEEE Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth 
Surface Potentials ofa Ground System 

IEEE Std 81-1983 [18] provides procedures for measuring the earth resistivity, the resistance of the installed 
grounding system, the surface gradients, and the continuity of the grounding grid conductors (from IEEE 
Std 80). Part II of this standard (IEEE Std 81.2) is intended to address methods ofmeasurements applicable 
when unusual difficulties make normal measurements either impractical or inaccurate, such as the 
measurements for very large power station ground grids. 

4.8 IEEE Std 81.2-1991, IEEE Guidefor Measurement ofImpedance and Safety Characteristics of 
Large, Extended or Interconnected Grounding Systems 

IEEE Std 81.2-1991 [19] covers the measurement of very low values ofground impedance « 1 Q) and the 
extensive use of specialized instrumentation, measuring techniques, and safety aspects. Practical 
instrumentation methods are presented for measuring the ac characteristics oflarge, extended, or 
lnten'cnn?rt"c gr0Un(~;"'g3y"tt"'.·':- l'.Jf:-'1~'~~er:J~nts of impedance to remote earth, touch and step potentials, 
and current distributions are covered for grounding systems ranging from small grounding grids with few 
connections, to large grids (> 20,000 m2) with many connected neutrals, overhead ground wires, 
counterpoises, grid tie conductors, cable shields, and metallic pipes. 

4.9 IEEE Std 142-1991, IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding ofIndustrial and Commercial 
Power Systems 

IEEE Std 142-1991 [20] covers general grounding practices for all aspects of industrial and commercial 
power systems. Section 3.3 focuses on grounding relative to lightning protection. It covers the grounding 
iS~lli'<: relative t() 1i3:htr:1Pg prt\fPction in a general fashion but relies on ANSIINFPA-780 for most details. 

One key comporrentuf-lightning protection described in Section 3.3.4.6, "Power Stations and 
Substations," is the installation of overhead grounded conductors or diverters (static wires) to protect the 
overhead attached high-voltage lines. These overhead grounded conductors would prevent direct strikes 
on those sections of the high-voltage lines and would therefore reduce the amount of energy propagating 
to the station surge arresters. This section recommends that overhead ground wires accompany high
voltage lines to a distance of 2000 ft, or 610 m, away from the station. 

4.10 IEEE Std 367-1996, IEEE RecommendedPractice for Determining the Electric Power Station 
Ground Potential Rise and Induced Voltage from a Power Fault 

For wire-line telecommunication facilities that either enter electric power stations or are otherwise 
exposed to the influence ofhigh-voltage electric power circuits, suitably rated protection devices are 
required for personnel safety and for the protection and continuity of service. IEEE Std 367-1996 [21] 
provides guidance for the calculation ofpower station GPR, and longitudinally induced voltages, for use 
in metallic telecommunication protection designs. It addresses the difficulties experienced by 
telecommunication, protection, and relay engineers in determining "appropriate" values ofpower station 
GPR and longitudinally induced voltage to be used in developing specifications for systems and 
component prcL.:cLlW.. 

4.11 IEEE Std 487-2000, IEEE Recommended Practice for the Protection ofWire-Line 
Communication Facilities Serving Electric Power Stations 

IEEE Std 487-2000 [22] is dedicated to wire-line communications entering electric power stations. This 
subject necessitates a dedicated standard because of the jurisdictional overlap between the 
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telecommunication company and the user (power plant operator). IEEE Std 487 discusses how the 
boundaries between the hardware covered by the telecommunication company and that covered by the 
user affect implementation of surge protection. It covers surge arresters, fuses, isolation transformers, and 
other protective devices. It further advises that the operation ofa protective device must preclude unsafe 
levels ofresidual voltage between the telecommunication conductors and earth so that personnel and plant 
safety are not jeopardized. 

4.12 IEEE Std 1100-1999, IEEE Recommended Practicefor Powering and Grounding Electronic� 
Equipment� 

IEEE Std 1100-1999 [23] focuses on the protection of electronic equipment from electrical disturbances 
including lightning. Section 8.6, "Lightning/Surge Protection Considerations," gives guidance on the use 
of SPDs to protect equipment from the indirect effects of lightning. 

This standard stipulates that facilities should be master labeled for structural lightning protection. Master 
labeling certifies that the LPS conforms to UL 96A. The standard references IEEE Std C62.4l for 
::~t~n:nil!be the pmper SPD3 to be used in each portion ofthe building. It also covers some spccifi", 5lli.'gC 
protective needs ofcommunication lines, buried structures, and service power. 

4.13 IEEE Std C37.101-1993, IEEE Guidefor Generator Ground Protection 

IEEE Std C37.10l-1993 [24] provides specific guidance on the application of relays and relaying 
schemes for protection against stator ground faults on high-impedance grounded generators. 

4.14 IEEE Std C57.13.3-1983, IEEE Guide for the Grounding ofInstrument Transformer Secondary� 
Circuits and Cases� 

IEEE Std C57.l3.3-l983 [25] contains general and specific recommendations for grounding current and 
voltage transformer secondary circuits, as well as cases involving connected equipment. The 
recommended practices apply to all types of transformers, irrespective ofprimary voltage or ofwhether 
the primary windings are connected to power circuits or connected in the secondary circuits of other 
transformers. 

4.15 IEEE Std C62.92.1-2000, IEEE Guide for the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical� 
Utility Systems, Part I-Introduction� 

IEEE Std C62.92.l-2000 [26] serves as the introduction to five IEEE standards on neutral grounding in 
three-phase electrical utility systems. In this series of guides, consideration and practices are given for the 

. grounding of synchronous generator systems, generator-station auxiliary systems, distribution systems, and 
transmission and sub-transmission systems. This introductory.guide provides definitions and considerations 
that are general to all types of electrical utility systems. It also presents the basic considerations for the 
selection of neutral grounding parameters that will provide for control of over-voltage and ground-fault 
current on all parts of three-phase electric utility systems. The principal performance characteristics for the 
various classes of system neutral grounding, as well as the major considerations in selecting an appropriate 
grounding class, are presented. 

4.16 IEEE Std C62.92.2-1989, IEEE Guidefor the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical� 
Utility Systems, Part II-Grounding ofSynchronous Generator Systems� 

The considerations and practices relating to the grounding of synchronous generator systems in electrical� 
utility systems are covered by IEEE Std C62.92.2-l989 [27]. Factors to be considered in the selection of� 
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grounding class and the application of grounding methods are discussed. Application techniques for high
resistance grounding are discussed and examples given. 

4.17 IEEE Std C62.92.3-1993, IEEE Guide for the Application ofNeutral Grounding in Electrical 
Utility Systems, Part III-Generator Auxiliary Systems 

IEEE Std C62.92.3-1993 [28] summarizes the general considerations in the grounding ofgenerating 
station auxiliary power systems. Basic f~ctors and general considerations in selecting the appropriate 
grounding class and means ofneutral grounding are given. Apparatus to be used to achieve the desired 
grounding are suggested, and methods for specifying the grounding devices are given. This guide applies 
to both medium-voltage and low-voltage auxiliary power systems and was specifically written for 
electrical utility systems. 

4.18 IEEE Std C62.41-1991 (R1995), IEEE RecommendedPractice on Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage 
ACPower Circuits 

IEEE Std C62.41-1991 (R1995) [29] defines location categories within a building based on their relative 
position from the entry point-of-service lines. These categories are assigned test waveforms that are 
necessary in specifying the correct SPDs. By following the criteria in IEEE Std C62.41, a facility planner 
can add the necessary layer ofprotection between the building's exterior LPS and the I&C or other 
equipment within the building. This standard references other SPD standards for specific details about 
measurements, test methods, and certification of devices. The standard also gives guidance pertinent to 
the protection of I&C equipment; thus, it also has been endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.180. 

4.19 IEEE Std C62.45-1992, IEEE Guide on Surge Testing for Equipment Connected to Low
Voltage ac Power Circuits 

IEEE Std C62.45-1992 [30] describes test methods for surge-voltage testing of the ac power interfaces of 
equipment connected to low-voltage ac power circuits, for equipment that is subject to transient 
overvoltages. A description of the surge environment that can be expected in low-voltage ac power 
circuits is presented in IEEE Std C62.41, which also provides guidance on transient waveforms that can 
be selected for use with the testing methods described by this guide. 
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5. ASSESSMENT OF LIGHTNING PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 

Based on the discussions in Section 4, the seven issues shown in Table 4 can be expanded into a checklist, 
as shown in Table 6, to clarify the major steps in evaluating the lightning protection ofNPPs. The 
relationships between the major grounding components and the key standards that address them are 
highlighted in Fig. 10. Table 6 gives a more detailed listing of topics and applicable standards. Their 
application to lightning protection is discussed at length within this section. 

IEEE Std 665 can be used as the starting point for guidance on protection of the whole facility. IEEE 
Std 1050-1996 covers grounding and filtering I&C equipment inside a facility. IEEE Std 666 covers 
grounding for both low-voltage and medium-voltage power systems. IEEE C62.23 covers the 
implementation of SPDs for the protection oftransmission lines, the switchyard, the power plant 
(including equipment, controls, and communications), and remote ancillary facilities. While these 
standards address the major issues, further guidance on secondary issues can be found in the other 
standards called out in Table 6. 

5.1 Overall Grounding Plan 

5.1.1 Overview 

A well-planned earth grounding system is the most foundational portion of any electrical or electronic 
protection scheme. The purpose is to equalize grid potentials to the greatest extent possible over the 
widest area possible for the greatest number of conditions possible (lower the overall grid resistance). 
Lightning transients typically are the most extreme condition for which the grounding system must 
compensate. 

The grounding system typically consists of a horizontal grid of conductors buried in the earth, called a 
ground grid, several ground rods reaching deeper into the earth, and grounding conductors that connect 
equipment or circuits to the ground grid. 

5.1.2 Grid Design 

The most important concepts relative to the ground grid are the effects of soil resistivity and ground grid 
area, as highlighted in Section 5.2 ofIEEE Std 665. Careful soil measurements must be performed in 
order to determine adequate ground electrode and grid configurations. Not only must the ground grid be 
well connected to the earth with proper ground electrodes (typically vertical elements), but also it should 
cover as much area as possible. The larger the area covered by the grid, the lower the overall grid 
resistance. 

The most foundational standard for grid design is IEEE Std 80. It gives the design equations and guidance 
necessary to implement grounding systems in which potential differences are kept within safe limits. It 
provides extensive guidance and design basis for implementing the proper ground grid and ground 
electrodes for various soil types and facility geometries. However, the focus of IEEE Std 80 is substation 
grounding systems. Therefore, the design procedures in IEEE Std 665 are based on the concepts of 
IEEE Std 80, but with qualificatlons as discussed in Section 5.2 ofIEEE 665. 
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Table 6. Lightning protection checklist and the standards that address checklist issues 

Issue 

1.0 Is there a well-planned grounding system in place? 

1.1 Has the grounding grid been properly designed and 
installed? 

1.2 Have the grounding electrodes been properly matched to 
the soil type? . 

1.3 Is the LPS grounding system tied into the ground grid? 

1.4 Is the station service power grounding properly tied to the 
ground grid? 

1.5 Are the non-electrical metallic equipment grounds all tied 
to the ground grid? 

1.6 Are the I&C grounds designed properly and connected to 
the ground grid? 

1.7 Have the C!"ounds ofnearby substations been tied in? 

Primary standard 

IEEE Std 665/IEEE Std 142 

IEEE Std 665/IEEE Std 80 

IEEE Std 6651lEEE Std 80 

IEEE Std665 

IEEE Std 666/IEEE Std 142 

IEEE Std 665 

IEEE Std 1050 

IEEE Std665 
--=-------------===-=~-::-::"::---------2.0� Is there an adequate LPS in place? 

3.0� Are all conductors egressing the LPS grounded and 
protected? 

3.1� Do the service power cables have proper SPD and ground 
connections at the service entrance? 

3.2� Do the telecommunication lines have proper grounding 
and SPD connections? 

3.3� Do all external metal structures and piping that enter the 
facility have proper grounding connections? 

- - -� ", ".. - .. 
4.0� Has the routing of power and communication cables 

within the facility been properly addressed? 

4.1� Do any power and communication cables passing near the 
LPS have adequate grounding to the LPS? 

4.2� Do high-voltage lines have overhead grounded conductors 
out to 2000 ft from the facility? 

4.3� Do all communication cables have minimal inductance 
(loop area?) 

4.4� Do all communication cables have adequate shielding? 

4.5� Have the surge protection methods of the communication 
lines been coordinated between the plant operator and the 
telecommunication company? 

4.6� Do all power lines within the facility have sufficient 
secondary SPDs? 

5.0� Have SPDs been properly selected and placed to match 
their intended functions? 

6.0 

7.0 

8.0� Is proper grounding in place for neutral lines and power 
distribution systems? 

IEEE Std665 

IEEE Std C62.23/IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std C62.23/IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 487 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 142 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 1100 

IEEE Std 1050 

IEEE Std C62.231IEEE Std 487 

IEEEStd C62.23/ 

IEEE Std C62.23/ 

IEEE Std 1050 

IEEE Std C62.23/IEEE Std C62.41 

IEEE Std 666/IEEE Std C62.92 
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Figure 10. Overview of lightning protection standards for generating stations. 

5.1.3 Grounding Systems 

Once sufficient ground grid and ground electrodes have been established, individual grounding systems 
must be addressed. All metal structures should have conductors connecting them to the ground grid. 

IEEE Stds. 665, 666, and 1050 identify five types ofgrounding systems: (l) lightning (safety), (2) station 
service power, (3) balance-of-plant equipment, (4) neutral lines, and (5) I&C equipment. The first three of 
these are addressed in IEEE Std 665. The fourth is addressed in IEEE Std666. The last one is covered by 
IEEE Std 1050. In addition to these five grounding systems, a power plant may have a proximate 
substation with its own grounding system. Section 5.2.4.1 of IEEE Std 665 gives guidance on 
interconnecting the grounding grid of the power station to that ofthe substation. All of these grounding 
systems consist of dedicated grounding conductors (as shown in Fig. 9) connected to the same ground 
grid. 

The three types ofgrounding conductors covered by IEEE Std 665 are shown in Fig. 11. The neutral 
ground establishes the reference of the station service power. The equipment ground provides a 10w
impedance path from the equipment housing back to the neutral ground in case there is a current fault. 

The safety ground connects the equipment housing directly to the grounding system. Both the safety 
ground and the equipment ground are important in minimizing the effects of lightning strikes on 
personnel and equipment. 

The specific grounding issues relative to I&C equipment are covered in great detail by IEEE Std 1050. 
The grounding of equipment that carries control signals, data, and communications is the most dynamic 
topic of the four types of systems. Because of the rapid advance ofelectronics and information 
technologies in the past few decades, the use ofhigher frequencies, and the increased reliance on digital 
equipment, the grounding issues relative to I&C equipment have experienced the greatest change. 
Systems that previously required single-point (tree-type) grounding systems now often require a 
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multipoint connection scheme, sometimes requiring a dedicated conductor grid in the subfloor of the 
room housing the equipment. 

r -, 

NEUTRAL GROI.-__ 

I
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SAFETY lrp•••) 8AOUND 

-- --
Figure 11. Three types of grounding covered by IEEE Std 665. 

IEEE Std 665 has specific subsections that cover isolated phase bus grounding; grounding ofbuildings, 
fences and structures; and grounding ofburied structures and others. In addition, it gives an overview of 
lightning protection for generating stations, which is covered in the next section ofthis document. 

5.2 Lightning Protection System 

5.2.1 Overview 

An LPS consists of strike termination devices (lightning rods), down-conductors, and earth grounding 
systems. This system is intended to protect against the effects ofdirect strikes of lightning. While this 
section discusses the LPS as a conductive grounding system, lightning also produces indirect effects, such 
as potentially disruptive radiated electromagnetic fields. IEEE Std 665 does not address these indirect 
effects. Therefore, other standards such as IEEE Std 1050 must be consulted. This approach is discussed 
in the later sections ofthis report. 

Section 5.6 of IEEE Std 665 gives general guidance on lightning protection for generating station 
structures. This portion of the standard is based primarily on NFPA 780. Therefore, following the 
guidance in IEEE Std 665 Section 5.6 and the referenced sections ofNFPA 780 should result in a well
designed external LPS. NFPA 780 gives extensive guidance on LPS systems; however, it has an 
exception clause for generating stations. Therefore, IEEE Std 665 describes how to apply NFPA 780 to 
generating stations. 

5.2.2 Striking Distance 

The important guiding philosophy behind the geometry of an LPS is the striking distance of lightning 
strokes. The striking distance is the distance over which the fmal arc (or breakdown) occurs when the 
initial stroke is forming. As the downward leaders approach objects near the earth, they are attracted to 
specific parts of structures that have a higher than usual charge density. This occurs naturally at geometric 
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points. Lightning strikes carrying large currents complete their downward path from a greater striking 
distance. The greater the distance of this last arc, the wider the necessary spacing of the air terminals. 
Most strokes complete their downward path from a distance ofno less than 100 ft. Therefore, geometric 
models using a strike distance of 100 ft and a profile of the building can be used to determine the correct 
spacing ofair terminals. 

5.2.3 Strike Termination Devices (Air Terminals) 

"Strike termination devices" is the generic term for the components of the LPS that intercept the lightning 
strike and connect it with a grounded conductor. Air terminals, often called lightning rods, are the most 
commonly used device. Other strike termination devices include metal masts and, in some cases, the 
metal parts ofbuildings that can be adapted to function as air terminals. NFPA 780 gives specific 
guidelines on the material requirements and air terminal placements for "ordinary" structures. The 
locations and numbers of air terminals are dependent on the roofgeometry as well as on the relative 
height ofnearby structures. NFPA 780 utilizes a striking distance of 150 ft for ordinary structures and 
100 ft for some special structures. IEEE Std CC5 r~:c:f; to NFPA 73C ':"''1 gelACi<ll but doc" ilot HICl1tion 
which striking distance should be used in calculating the placement of air terminals for ordinary 
structures. Although the implication would be that IEEE Std 665 endorses 150 ft for ordinary structures, it 
is recommended that the more conservative 100-ft distance be maintained for all NPP structures to 
provide a closer spacing of the air terminals for these critical facilities. 

NFPA 780 also describes specific types ofmaterials that are acceptable for air terminals and for 
grounding conductors. In particular, there is a distinction between the material thickness required for 
structures that are taller than 75 ft and those that are shorter. These guidelines should be followed. The 
use of aluminum rather than copper is acceptable as long as certain constraints are followed. These 
constraints are also given in NFPA 780. 

5.2.4 Down-Conductors 

Down-conductors (i.e., main conductors, roof conductors, cross-run conductors, and down-conductors) 
connect the base of the air terminal to the ground terminals. These conductors typically extend from the 
top of the roof to the base of the structure as one continuous wire. However, the outer shells ofmetal 
buildings and tanks can be utilized as both strike termination devices and/or down-conductors if certain 
bonding requirements are maintained. 

The guiding principles for the geometry of down-conductors include satisfying the following conditions: 

1. Two paths to ground for every strike termination device; 
2. Travel always downward or horizontal toward the ground terminal; and 
3. Avoidance of sharp bends. 

NFPA 780 gives details and qualifications for implementing these principles. 

5.2.5 Lightning Earthing System 

The down-conductors of the LPS must terminate at a dedicated grounding rod. Although the LPS 
grounding electrode (ground rod) is required to be bonded to the other grounding systems ofthe facility's 
earthing grid, a dedicated ground rod is still required. The spacing of the ground rods is dependent on 
both accommodating the geometry ofthe air terminals and achieving a sufficiently low grid impedance. 
The latter issue is affected greatly by the soil type. Various soil types require significantly different 
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ground rod geometries. IEEE Std 665, Section 5.2.3, gives general guidance on the determination of soil 
resistivity and discusses the application ofthe design equations in IEEE Std 80. NFPA 780 discusses 
general guidelines for ground rod geometries based on generalized assumptions about facilities' soil 
types. A refined application of the principles can be achieved by following the guidance and referenced 
materials in IEEE Std 665. 

5.3 Conductors Egressing the LPS 

Several types of conductors connect equipment outside the LPS boundary to equipment inside the LPS 
boundary. These include telecommunication lines, metal piping, cable trays, service power lines, and 
conduits. All ofthese metallic structures that are exposed to direct lightning strikes at one end and that 
enter the LPS-protected facility on the other have the potential to conduct harmful energy to the I&C 
equipment. There are two main mechanisms for preventing this problem: (1) bonding the metallic 
conductor to the LPS grounding system at the point ofegress, and (2) attaching SPDs at key locations. 

IEEE Std C62.23 discuss~s the importanc~ ofhaving this additional line of defense for all conductors 
entering a facility. This standard recomme11l1:S ..he installation of a listed secondary surge arrester at the 
service entrance ofall major electronic equipment facilities. It also calls for the application ofSPDs on 
each set of electrical conductors (e.g., power, voice, and data) penetrating any ofthe six sides forming a 
structure. 

IEEE Std 1100 individually addresses service entrance lines, site electrical systems, uninterruptible power 
supplies (UPSs), data cabling, and telecommunication lines. In addition, IEEE Std 487 specifically 
addresses wire-line communication (i.e., telecommunication lines). 

5.3.1 Service Entrance (power Lines) 

IEEE Std C62.23 addresses the use ofSPDs at the service entrance. In addition to the use of SPDs, IEEE 
Std 142 recommends an additional layer ofprotection for high-voltage power lines. It recommends that 
overhead grounded conductors (diverters) be installed over the attached overhead power lines from the 
power station out to a distance of2000 ft beyond the facility. For practicality, it recommends this 
protection only for lines carrying 66 kV or higher. 

5.3.2 Wire-Line Communications 

IEEE Stds C62.23 and 1100 give guidance on all conductors entering a facility, including data and voice 
communications. IEEE Std 487 specifically addresses wire-line communication (telecommunication 
lines) that enter a power station. Specific recommendations are important because there are overlapping 
business and technical issues that must be addressed cooperatively between the telecommunication 
company and the NPP operator. IEEE Std 487 addresses the protection of telecommunication lines from 
harmful energy caused by sources such as lightning. The same mechanisms that protect the 
telecommunication system also help to reduce the chances that the telecommunication lines will conduct 
harmful energy into the interior of a facility and thus harm the I&C equipment. In addition to the 
guidance given in IEEE Std 487, Chapter 9 (pp. 349-76) of IEEE Std 1100 has an extended discussion on 
the proper way to ground and intcr:c_'-'-i..::.:t telecommunication systems, distributed computing systems, 
and other types of networks. Chapter 9 covers several network topologies and references information 
technology industry standards. 
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5.3.3 External Systems and Piping 

Since the energy from a lightning strike can be conducted into a building via any metallic structure, each 
of these is a potential source ofharrnful energy for I&C equipment inside an NPP. The following passage 
from IEEE Std 1100 covers these types of systems: 

All exterior mechanical system items (e.g., cooling towers, fans, blowers, compressors, pumps, 
and motors) that are in an area not effectively protected by a lightning protection system per 
NFPA 780-1997 should be considered as targets for a lightning strike. Therefore, it is 
recommended practice to individually provide SPD protection on both the power input and data 
circuits connected to all such equipment. For ac power circuits, the SPD should be Category "B" 
or "c" devices (as specified in IEEE C62.41), depending on building location and system 
reliability requirements. Any metal pipe or conduit (exposed conductor) that runs externally to the 
building and then also extends back into the building (especially ifthe extension is into an 
electronic load equipment area, such as the piping for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) 
has a possibility of the external portion of the item being directly struck by lightning. It is capable 
f)f ~:myin? ~J li:htri;': 'lC]t~~e 'l,,1'l current back into the building and arc, i.e., side-flash, from the 
energized Item to other grounded items. This concern is real from both an equipment damage and 
shock and fire hazard standpoint. 

Therefore, all such metallic items should be grounded to the building steel as they pass inlout of 
the building. Bonding ofall such pipes, electrical conduits, and similar items into a single 
electrically conductive mass is very important. Ifnearby building steel is not available, all items 
should be bonded to the local electrical equipment grounding system and, if available, to the 
lightning ring ground via a down-conductor system generally installed as a lightning conductor per 
NFPA 780-1997. (IEEE Std 1100-1999, Sect. 8.6.8, p. 342) 

CiACahJ" R!···th~~ ind~e t1te Lightning Protection System 

The same cabling techniques used in reducing noise coupling (small loop areas, shielding, and grounding) 
also lessen the coupling of lightning strike energy. Within IEEE Std 1100, portions of Chapter 8 
(especially Sect. 8.5.4, p. 326) and Chapter 9 (especially Sect. 9.11.3, pp. 359-61) provide good guidance 
on cabling techniques to reduce the coupling ofpotentially harmful energy onto electronic equipment. 
Chapter 4 (pp. 61-75) of this standard gives extensive infonnation on the basic physics related to good 
cabling practices. 

5.5 Protection of Medium-Voltage Equipment 

Medium-voltage equipment should be protected from the effects of lightning-induced power surges. IEEE 
Std 666 should be applied to electric power service systems consisting of a main auxiliary power 
distribution network that supply subsystems (including dc systems and Class lEpower systems), much of 
which is medium-voltage equipment. In IEEE Std 666, "medium-voltage" is defmed on p. 8 as equipment 
with nominal 2.14, 4.16, 6.9, or 13.8 kV ratings. In addition, IEEE Std C62.92.3 can provide guidance on 
the grounding ofmedium-voltage power systems~ 

5.6 Surge Protection Devices 
. 

As mentioned above, SPDs should be applied at the entry points of all conductors. IEEE C62.23 covers 
the implementation of SPDs for the protection of transmission lines, the switchyard, the power plant 
(including equipment, controls, and communications), and remote ancillary facilities. The selection of 
SPDs typically depends on the location of a device. It is recommended that SPDs be sized per IEEE Std 
C62.41 and IEEE Std C62.45-1992 requirements to achieve proper coordination. 
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IEEE Std 1100 recommends that in addition to applying SPDs at the service entrance points, the category 
A or B SPDs specified in IEEE Std C62.4l "be applied to downstream electrical switchboards and 
panelboards, and [to} panelboards on the secondary ofseparately derived systems ifthey support 
communications, information technology equipment, signaling, television, or otherform. ofelectronic 
load equipment." 

5.7 Surge Testing ofEquipment 

NRC guidance on the electromagnetic compatibility of I&C systems is provided in RG 1.180. For surge 
testing relative to lightning strikes, it calls for the combination wave, which is discussed in detail in IEEE 
Std C62.4l: 

The Combination Wave involves two waveforms, an open-circuit voltage and a short-circuit 
current. The Combination Wave is delivered by a generator that applies a 1.2/50 J.1S voltage wave 
l!.crossan open circuit and an 8/20 J.1S current wave into a short circuit. The exact wavefonn that is 
ddiveled IS determined by the generator and the impedance to which the surge is applied. 

The value of either the peak open-circuit voltage or the peak short-circuit current is to be selected 
by the parties involved according to the severity desired. The nominal ratio ofpeak open-circuit 
voltage to peak short-circuit current is 2 n for all severity levels. (IEEE Std C62.41-1991, Sect. 
9.1.2, p. 35) 

IEEE Std C62.4l describes the limits and IEEE Std C62.45 gives the necessary procedures for conducting 
the test. Application of these standards is discussed in NUREG/CR-6431 , Recommended Electromagnetic 
Operating Envelopesfor Safety-Related I&C Systems [31]. 

5.8 Maintenance and Testing of LPSs 

The only omission in the principal lightning protection standards is concise coverage of testing and 
maintenance practices. The IEEE standards chosen for recommendation refer to other standards that 
routinely cite specific practices, but none of these standards solely provide comprehensive guidance for 
testing and maintenance. For example, Chapter 8 of IEEE Std 81 describes methods for measuring ground 
impedance and earth resistivity. Futhermore, Section4.1 ofIEEE 81.2 recommends that field 
measurements not be scheduled during periods of forecast lightning activity, and that such testing be 
terminated in the event that lightning commences while testing is under way. The high-current testing of 
grounding systems by staged power system faults is described in Chapter 9 of the standard (pp. 23-24). 
These tests can be performed during power systems operation. In Section 6.10, it is stated that prior to 
grounding impedance measurements, the grounding connection should be inspected or measured, 
especially in older grounding systems in which low-resistance connections to the grid may have been 
destroyed by corrosion or fault currents. 

There is discussion ofa compilation of reasonable practices given in Appendix B ofNFPA 780. 
However, the appendix is not part of the NFPA 780 requirements and is included in the document for 
informational purposes only. Hence, while NFPA 780 cannot be recommended for endorsement, it is 
acknowledged that Appendix B ofNFPA 780 can serve as a good reference for comprehensive testing 
and maintenance practices. Some of the guidance in NFPA 780 is summarized below. 

All new lightning protection systems should be inspected following the completion of their installation. 
In addition, the systems should be inspected on a regular periodic basis throughout their life time. In 
particular, an LPS should be inspected whenever any alterations or repairs are made to a protected 
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structure, as well as following any known lightning discharge to the system. An LPS should be inspected 
visually at least annually and in areas where severe climatic changes occur, it may be advisable to inspect 
the LPS semiannually or following extreme changes in ambient temperature. It is also recommended that 
a complete, in-depth inspection of the LPS be completed every three to five years. 

Testing and maintenance procedures should be established for each LPS. The frequency of testing and 
maintenance will depend on weather-related degradation, frequency of stroke damage, protection level 
required, and exposure to stroke damage. Also, an LPS testing and maintenance program should include 
(1) inspection of all conductors and system components, (2) tightening of all clamps and splicers, (3) 
measurement of LPS resistance, (4) measurement of the resistance ofground terminals, (5) inspection or 
testing, or both, ofSPDs to determine their effectiveness, (6) refastening and tightening components and 
conductors as required, (7) inspection and testing when LPS has been altered due to additions to, or 
changes in, the structure, and (8) complete records. 

5.9 Alternative Lightning Protection Systems 

Alternative lightning protection standards have been considered during the periodic review and revision 
process for some of the industry standards, but to date such alternative systems have not been included in 
the industry standards. Alternatives discussed include (1) lightning rods with radioactive tips, (2) early 
streamer emission lightning rods, and (3) lightning prevention devices. Thus far, there has not been 
sufficient scientific investigation to demonstrate that these devices are effective. Ifand when such 
alternative systems are addressed by subsequent revisions ofthe standards recommended for 
endorsement, then the subject should be revisited. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report recommends that four primary standards be endorsed for the lightning protection ofNPPs and 
their equipment and personnel: 

•� IEEE Std 665: This report recommends that IEEE Std 665 be endorsed for guidance on lightning 
protection for NPPs. This standard draws heavily from NFPA 780, which is widely accepted for 
lightning protection of most types of structures but which specifically excludes power generation 
plants. 

•� IEEE Std 666: This report recommends that IEEE Std 666 be endorsed for its coverage ofgrounding 
and surge protection for medium-voltage equipment in NPPs. 

•� IEEE Std 1050: In addition to IEEE Stds 665 and 666, which focus on the direct effects of lightning 
strokes, this rep..:d reco"";:; •.;.r.~ the Cl.-::.:;r:;c~n:.."J.~ aflEED Std 1050, which covers the specific 
components necessary to prevent damage to I&C equipment from the secondary effects oflightning. 

•� IEEE Std C62.23: This report recommends the endorsement oflEEE Std C62.23 as general guidance 
on surge protection. This standard consolidates many electric power industry practices, accepted 
theories, existing standards/guides, definitions, and technical references as they specifically pertain to 
surge protection of electric power generating plants. 

This report further notes that the four primary standards recommended for endorsement contain 
references to sections in the following standards: IEEE Std 80, IEEE Std 81, IEEE Std 81.2, IEEE Std 
142, IEEE Std 367, IEEE 187, mEE ~td IlaO, IEEE Std C37.101, IEEE Std C57.13.3, IEEE Std 
C62.92.1, IEEE Std C62.92.2, IEEE Std C62.92.3, IEEE Std C62.41, and IEEE Std C62.45. As a result, 
the applicable portions of those standards are included in the endorsement ofthe four standards. 
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